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Foreword

It is the role of Air Force Systems Command to provide new weapon systems and
combat capability to commanders and airmen in the feld. We normally think of the
acquisition processes Jhat deliver those systems and capabilities as requiring several
years. During Desert Shield and Deseit Stoi :n, however, we demonstrated that our
processes, prccedufes, and people are flexible and that they can quickly deliver new
systems and capabilities into the hands of our warriors when the need arises.

This study analyzes the processes and procedures the command used to accelerate
the delivery of weapon systems and combat capabilities during the Gulf crisis. It
confirms that some of our normai acquisition procedures continued tc work well
dmuing accelerated activities. It uncovered problems in other procedures. The study
identifies still other areas where opportunities exist for improvements in cur ability
to respond quickly to contingencies in the future. We must learn from and apply
these lessons if we in the acquisition community are to continue to provide our
fighting forces with the most effective combat capability in the world.

I-A

RCBERT M. J STON, Colonel, USAF
Director, Airpower Research Institute
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Preface

Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm presented Air Force Systems Com-
mand (AFSC) with opportunities unique to recent history. This was the first large-
scale use of the weapon systems developed, produced, and fielded by AFSC since the
Vietnam War. As such, it was the ultimate proof of those systems. This was als' an
opportunity to provide our combat forces with the very latest in state-of-the-art
weaponry, including items that had not yet been delivered when Desert Shield be-
gan. Three types of accelerated acquisitions processes contributed to this effort: up-
grading already fielded equipment; accelerating the delivery of systems in
development; and developing and fielding new capabilities. This paper examines the
processes and procedures used in these acquisition programs and describes the les-
sons learned.

The lessons learned can be grouped into four areas. The first lesson is that oppor-
tunities exist to expand deliberate contingency support planning. This should be a
coordinated planning effort at all levels from the program office to the command
headquarters, including the Program Executive Officer organization. These plans
should address the full range of acquisition activities, from the development of the
_1- n a-A o+- rn tl rnirri, nao +;r-;oann tif p-nntr-intnr nnd civqIprn
program office (SPO) personnel in the contingency theater.

Second, some of the most successful accelerated acquisition efforts enjoyed close
contractor involvement-including involvement at the deployed location-in the sup-
port. of developmental and immature systems. Several program offices used contrac-
tors in the Gulf region, some as part of formal product support teams. The
contractors' intimate knowledge of system design, operation, and maintenance proce-
dures enabled tilhm to make some on-the-spot modifications and repairs, improve the
skill of Air Force technicians, and provide some direct operator assistance and train-
ing. In addition, the timeliness of contractor support at their manufacturing plants
was ensured by the warranty and logistics support clauses that were eyercised on
some contracts.

The third lesson area encompasses several problem groups. They involve supply
support, funding, manufacturing capabilities, and contract types. In the area of sup-
ply suppoit, low spares levels of new or developmental systems needed special atten-
tion and handling in order to meet mission requirements. Examples were reported in
which the standard Air Fzrce handling and transportation systems could not accom-
modate the expedited handling required by the very low numbers of spares; that is,
the normal spares pipeline had not yet been established. Neither could the standard
systems track the parts of dc-elopmental systems that were not yet stockliste,
These required individual, manual handling and tracking. Problems were also expe-
rienced in the funding of programs accelerated to support Desert Storm. In general,
program offices complained of confusing or insufficient funding direction. Other con-
cerns were raised about production and manufacturing. In two instances, undisci-
plined access by the government, to the contractor's production capabilities raised .ie
possibility of negatively impacting his ability to support the war effort. Another

xi



manraufacturing concern was raised by a contractor. Some of that company's efforts to
improve production efficiency and reduce cost would involve use of a just-in-tiimie
inventory system. Had that system been fully implemented, the manufacturer may
not have been able to support or sustain the manufacturing surge requirements of an
extended contingency. The last problem area highlighted concerned contracting
types. Some program offices reported that fixed-price contracts can impede working
relationships and effectiveness of a contractor's effort, but cost reimbursement con-
tracts worked well. Each of these problem areas should be addressed as part of Air
Force Materiel Command's (AFMC) deliberate planning, both from a command policy
perspective and as part of strategy planning for future acquisition efforts.

The fourth lesson is that the effectiveness of several established processes and
procedures was confirmed. Among these are many risk management techniques.
Several programs used nondevelopmental items and contractor off-the-shelf systems
(NDI/COTS) to minimize technical risk, cost, and schedule (DMSP, GBU-28, HAVE
IPS, MICS). One program (DMSP) was able to use a fly-off strategy to demonstrate
system effectiveness before providing equipment to the theater of operations. The
Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System (J-STARS) program negotiated a
not-to-exceed (NTE) contract price and schedule change to minimize the cost and
schedule changes that would result from diverting limited prototype hardware to the
war effort. The rapidly deployable integrated command control (RAI)IC) program
also negotiated an NTE cost change. The value of established software acquisition
procedures was also confirmed. Several of the systems that participated in Desert
Storm involved software development or upgrades. One program that did not consis-
tently apply softwa-- documentation and test standards experienced significant
problems directly attributable to that deficiency. The last set of processes that was
confirmed was the value of strong communication, teamwork, and customer focus.
Time and again program offices cited the importance of cooperative and coordinated
effort in managing concurrcnt schedules and in getting the job done quickly. This is
cons;stent with the emphasis on teamwork and customer focus within the framework
of the quality initiatives being implemented by the command.

In all, AFSC made significant contributions to the operations in Desert Shield and
Desert Storm. Contingencies such as these are likely to occur in the future. The Air
Force will once again need to develop and use the most capable weapon systems.
Implementation of the lessons learned from the Gulf can enhance the effectiveness of
the acquisition community in the future and help ensure cortinued operational suc-
cess.

?I n IsXT"mP

JOANNE SCHOONOVER, Li Col, USAF
Research Fellow
Airpower Research Institute
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Chapter 1

Technology, Acqaisition, and
War-fighting Strategy

In its broadest and most fundamental context, strategy is the decision-making
process that links national objectives with the means of' achieving them.
Strategy has several levels, beginning with grand strategy at the national
level (fig. 1). In developing straTegy, it is the task of national leaders to
coordinate the use of all political, economic, and military resources in the
manner that best achieves the overall objective. A military option is only one
of several means available to national decision makers. It is important t.o note
that neither the decision to usc any particular instrument nor that decision's
implementation takes place in a vacuum. Among the many inftuences on both
the decisicn-.mntking proces and itsikvpiemetation are ..... ersh., charac-
teristics, culture, politics, resources, and technology. Technology has its greaL.-

P est influence at the operational and tactical levels of military strategy.' It is
at these levels that Air Force Systems Command (AFSC) can have its greatest
influence.

United States military history is replete with exrnples of the impact of
technology on the strategy, conduct, and results of war. As soon as our coun-

vn:• try began developing an industrial base, weapons began incorporating techno-
logical improvements. As a result, the accuracy, range, and power of weapons
have increased manyfold over the past 200 years. These technological devel-
opments consequently changed the scale, intensity, tempo, and cost of battle.2

NO In turn, the basic operational strategy and tactics of war fighting evolved to
incorporate the new capabilities that technology and industry made available.

' Not only does technology enable iiew strategies to be formed, it enables the
military to respond to other challenges. Recent years have ushered in an era of
fiscal constraint and downsizing of the force. The current trend is ti, develop and
acquire fewer new weapon systems. We have come to rely on technolugical solu-

*] tions to multiply the effectiveness of those systems that we do acquire and to
protect the lives of those who use them in this inherently dangerous prufcssien.
It has, therefore, become increasingly important to develop and field those new
systems and capabilities as quickly as possible, That effort becomes urgent when
war breaks out; lives and the success of the campaign are at. stake.

This paper explores those new Air Force systems and capabilities whose
development and delivery were accelerated in order to support Operation
Desert Storm. It specifically looks at the processes that Ai- Force Systems
Command program offices used to accelerated the fielding and support of
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Figure 1. Tle Strategy Proces~s

weapaon systems and highlightrc tessons we can use to improve those processes
in the future. A brief' survey examines the influence of t--hnology on the
conduct of war in United States history.

Historical Perspective

The weapons technologies used during the Civil War pj-e-cipi~a~ed a change
in the overall strategy of the hrmies. Both the Union and Confedterate armies
began the conflict employing the. traditional eight;ýctfh--century strategy of
maneuver in which large columns of soldiers marched and attacked across
open fields. The inatroduction of the ritled barrel, minI6 ball, and rapid-fire
Gattling gun, however, quickly increased the lethality of the conflict and drove
the combatants to abandon this strategy, seeking the protection of trenche,..
This foreshaulowed the -,talemate Of trench warfare of World War I.

The industrial revolution in Amterica reached its peak in the years between
the Civil War and World War I. Industry and,, technology thus gave World
War I heavy, mobile artillery pieces and continued to develop rapid-fi~re weap-
orns. "The . .. effect was to give the advantage to the defense, o phenomenon
which thoroughly surprised most military planners." 3 Centuries o!f warfare
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that had been dominated by maneuver suddenly came to an end. The efforts
of combatants were stymied as they dug into defensive trenches. A stalemate
resulted.. Slowly the military leaders of Europe began to incorporate Lhe new
technologies into their tactics in a desperate effort to break the stalemate.
The tank and the airplane provided the necessary protection and support that
enabled the infantry to finally advance out of the trenches.' With these tech.
nological impc-ovements in weapons, and as fresh American troops joined the
battle and the military situation in Germany deteriorated, both sides were
able once again to achieve limited movement on the battlefield. The stalemate
was finally broken an. Allied forces prevailed.5

The advantage of the offense returned with the technology and tactics of
World War II. The two teclnolc '.al advances that enabled this change were
mechanized armor and air powc. 'oth were first used in World War I. During
the interwar period they were . nmced in design and theory, and tactics for
their use were developed in exeri :;. The operational Utrategies that employed
these new technologies were the Geranan blitzkrieg and Allied strategic bombing
campaigns. Both strategies advocated sweeping, high-speed maneuver, capitaliz-
ing on the surprise and aggressive offense that the new equipment facilitated. As
the war progressed, however, both strategies began to show limitations. Technol-
ogy and tactics to overcome these limitations continued to advance during the
war, largely in the area of tactical aviation. This created problems for munitions
developers, however, who had difficulty adjusting to the changes 0f air wa-fa-e
strategy.6 There was one technology to emerge from World War II that was to
change our view of war and our strategy for almost 50 years. That was, of course,
nuclear weapons and the missiles to deliver them.

Accompanying the atomic age was the evolution of . computer age. After
World War II, the computers that revolutionized industry quickly found their
way into military use. Weapons development once ag.in focused on accuracy
and range as well as power. The precision guide i munitions (PGM) that
resulted provided much of the lethal firepower in Vietnam. It has been ar-
gued, however, that these technological advances had a negative effect on
operational strategy. The argument states that "the ready availability of fire-
power encouraged a near-total reliance on fire tactics rather than maneuver-
ability, on outg.,nning rather than outthinking tht opposition."7 The counter
to that argument includes the development of the Wild Weasel technology and
tactics. The operational strategy here was the suppression of enemy air !e-
fenses, a strategy that finally enabled US forces to penetrate enemy ai7 space
effectively and to achieve air superiority. This same strategy continues today,
and it proved eminently successful once again during Desert Storm.

The Desert Storm Experience

Our most recent experience, Desert Storm, saw the first large-scale opera-
tional u•. of the weapon systems developed by Air Force Systems Command

3



since the Vietnam era. The accuracy and range of precision guided munitions
continued to improve during the past two decades. In addition, stealth tech-
nology greatly enhanced the effective delivery of those munitions. This cam-
paign also saw the unpirecedented use of space assets at every level of battle.
They provided reconnaissance, weather information, navigaticnal data, battle
damage assessment, communications, and Scud missile-launch warning.

AFSC also responded to the war effort by accelerating the delivery for use
in Deseit Storm of many of the systems under engineering development.
From the global positioning system lightweight receiver, to the joint surveil-
lance target attack rudar system (J-STARS) aircraft, to the low altitude navi-
gation and targeting infrared (system) for night (LANTIRN) targeting pod, to
the GBU-28 bunker penetrator and others, AFSC provided our fighting forces
with new systems and capabilities. These technologies translated directly into
tactics of Scud hunting and nighttime attacks against command and control
targets by F-15Es and F-117s.

Our Desert Storm experience is consistent with our experience with tech-
nology in war throughout most of our history. Technology can bring the war to
an end and save lives. It behooves Air Force Mateliel Command (AFMC) to
continue developing and fielding new systems as quickly as possible, espe-
cially during wartime.

Paper Organization

This paper explores the techniques and processes that Air Force Systems
Command used to field systems quickly during Desert Shield and Desert
Storm. It is divided into three sections. The first section describes the routine
acquisition process as prescribed in Department of Defense directives. It also
addresses some processes and techniques that can be used to accelerate the
routine. The second section, which contains three chapters, examines those
systems that were in development when Desert Storm began and whose deliv-
ery was accelerated. The last section evaluates the lessons learned from that
experience and recommends actions for the future.

Notes

1. Col Dennis M. Drew and Dr Donald M. Snow, Making Strategy: An Introduction to
Nationol Security Processes and Problems (Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.: Air Univerm'ity Press,
1988), 11-23.

2. Col Dennis M. Drew and Dr Donald M. Snow, The 2agle's Talons: The American Experi-
ence at War (Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala.: Air University Press, 1988), 28.

3. Ibid., 158.
4. Capt Robert C. Ehrhart- "World War I: Overview," Modern Warfare and Society, Air

Command and Staff College text, 1977, 15-16.
5. Capt Robert C. Elirhar., "World War I: Analysis," Modein Warfare and Society, Air

Command and Staff College text, 1977, 16-5.
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6. Maj J. A. Swaney, "Bomb Development, Record of Army Ordnance R&D," cited in Con-
stance McLaughlin Green, Harry C. Thomson, and Peter C. Roots, The Ordnance Department:
Planning Munitions for War (Washington, D.C.: Office of th? Chief of Military History, Depart-
ment of the Army, 1955), 451.

7. Capt Robert C. Ehrhart, "The United States in Vietnam, 1965-1975," Modern Warfare
and Society, Air Command and Staff College text, 1977, 34-7 to 34-8.
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Chapter 2

Weapon Systems Acquisition Processes

The purpose of weapon systems acquisition is to provide the operational
user with a capable, supported, and affordable weapon system and to deliver
the system when and where it is needed. Acquisition programs encompass a
wide variety of development effort, from modification of existing systems
through design and development of major new weapon systems. 1 All these
efforts have several important concepts in common.

The first key concept is that we acquire weapon systems, not just weapons.
The system includes everything that is needed to operate and maintain the
weapon. IP the case of munitions and airborne missiles, the system also in-
cludes any aircraft modifications or upgrades needed to use the weapon. The
system includes spare parts, training and technical manuals for both the
operators and maintainers, tools, and test equipment. This definition of a
system to include both the weapon and its logistics support introduces an-.
other important concept: delivering to the 'eld a capablc supported, and
affordable system.

Combat capability, logistics support, and affordability go hand in hand.
Combat capability not only addresses speed, range, and accuracy, but also
encompasses readiness objectives in terms of availability, reliability, and lo-
gistics support. For a system of a certain required availability, the higher the
reliability, the lower the maintenance and repair costs, and the better our
ability to afford to operate and maintain it. This interrelationship among
combat capability, lgistics support, and affordability emphasizes the need to
use an acqui'dition approach that integrates all these concepts. Air Force ac-
quisition prcesses and phases are designed to ensure that this integrated
design concept is followed. Let us look now at the acquisition process.

The Acquisition Process

All development programs, large or small, simple or complex, follow the
same basic steps, or phases, described below.

Determination of Mission Need

Only after a mission need has bcen identified can a weapon system acquisi-
tion begin. Determiration of mission need, however, is not a part of acquisi-
tion. Rather, it is a continuing process that precedes an acquisition program.

7



As stated in Department of Defense Instruction (DODI) 5000.2, Defense Ac-
quisiton Management Policies and Procedures, "All acquisition programs are

L based on identified mission needs These needs are generated as a direct
result of continuing assessments of current and projected capabilities in the
context of changing military threats and national defense policy."2 However, a
determination of mission need does not necessarily result in an acquisition
program. Other, generally less expensive, options are explored first. These
options may include changes in doctrine, strategy, tactics, or training. Only
when these other nonmateriel options cannot satisfy a need is a weapon
acquisition program considered.3I Phases and Milestones of Acquisition Programs

There are four phases in the acquisition of a weapon syster .Each phase is
preceded by a milestone decision review (fig. 2). At the milestone review, the
accomplishments of a program in the previous phase and its i eadi11ess to enter
the next phase are assessed. The primary document used in this review is the
Integrated Program Summary (UPS). In addition to technical progress, the IPS
discusses life-Lycle cost and affordability, risks, and risk mitigation plans- and
describes the acquisition aid contracting strategv that will best achideve program
goals. The program review also establishes results to be accomplished during the
next phase. These results are called "ei criteria" because they are the criteria

that must be met to exit one phase and enter the next.'

-- - -- - -- - -

MISSION NEED

MISSO'LN ANAPYSIS PHASE0

DEFEHMNSEOC EPHOASE0DTIONTO NINE~G ELLIV

A11 ANCEM POV COOSTP PAS VAIDTO

REDL)(,T) ALTENATIVESl P3 ONTATO

FRADE-OFFS PNOThPES MNFCUI

FLY -Of F

PLAN DESiCNLOMI'LETC PHASE 11 PHASE I',
PRODUCTION FIARDWAI PRDUION OPE-RATION,

SF L.CT MO0ST SkFTWARE i )F 0MNT SPOTJ
FELASIBLE CONCEPT MFG nLIVEOHERTE

DI&T. tOT&L WLA 0N Fff ADINESS.
LOW RIfAT AF1 0110ABILITY

PRO U CT;`IO N OC I Ef U P R MOL)I K ,A IIO N -,

o0 I IV
MILLSTONE OLCISID1N POINTS

Figure 2. Acquisition Phases arnd Milestones~
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& ~Phase 0: Conicept Exploration and Definition (WE). The Milestone 0
decision marks the entry of" a program into the acquisi'tion process fr-om the
need determination process. During concept exploration, the government or
contractors will conduct studies to evaluate the feasibility and relative merit
of several conct_-pts.' They may explore modifications to existing systems as
well as new developments and the use of preplanned prccluct improvement
(p3I). (See discussion helow.) Innovativeness and comipe~tition are essential to

P ensure that a broad range oif alternatives is evaluated."3 Initial trade-ofTs are
V made between life-cycle cost, schedule, performance, and logistics factors. Anl

important part of this activity is to identify the significint risk ( I uner
tainty) areas. For the most promising alternatives these risks are documented
in the acquisition strategy. The acquisition strategy sets, the stage for all
succeeding phases. DODW 5000.2 requires that

Th lacqUiSltioo I strate-gy should be duveloupd in suflicien1. dletail to e'stabllish the
managerial approach that will bc um-vd to direct ani d eontrol all dulements of the
acquiitwion to achieve program objecti vex,. It should includu a dlear des,criptiun ()I
performance, cost, and schedule risk clements an00 thu corresponding strategies, to
abate those risks.-

1&4 As a result of the Milestone 1 decision at the end of' phase 0, one or more
concepts may lbe selected for further development during the next phase.

Phase 1: Concept Demonstru~ioi miid Valiatiu-"or, (DEM/12VL .-. 1

the concept demionstration and validation phase, phase 1, the feasibility of'the
alternatives selected from phase 0 is demons;trated. At the end of'this phase,
one system is selected for engineering development and initial protluction.
During dem.,/val hardware is built and tested at the subsystem) or- system
level. rFhese tests and demonstrations may include prototype development or
a fly-off competition. The objectives of' these. tests and demonstrations, and1(
indeed the dem/val phase, include "definlingl the critical design chiarac-
teristics and expected capabilities of' thu systemi conceptisf" and "provi ingi
that the processes critical to the most promising systemn concept(s) arc under-

sodand attainable."8 Also critical during denilvalis a rigoirous assessment
of program risks and development of' aggressive risk-Management ap-
proaches. This is important because the Milestone 11 decisiion at the end of'
this phlase will commrit significant resources of manpower and rnoney to the
continued development and initial pr1oduction of the selected sys~tem.- Further,

aprogram may not enter phase 11 unl'nss it can be confirmed that projected
lifte-cycle costs are affordable in the context of long-range investment plans.9

k T'APhase 11: Engineering and Manufacturing lDevelopment. P'has 11,
engineering and manuf~acturing development (LEM I)), may be the most comn-

J ~plex and difficult acquisition phasu.'' The 1PWeapon0 and its entire supp~ort
systen) are designed and tested during this phas.,ýe, and initial prodluction
begins. A close working relationship with the user is essential and "effective
risk mianagemnint is especially criticail during this phase."', '[he focus of' EMI)

IanlSlatU the( 11uot Ji1'ot1)1ixhlg d.U.si:-n ippinauICi d(lVeluh~l it' Phl' UIia~ ... 101tu a
stable IuutCiblC amal( test [ eI ve vsytti design dla I- _U 13maImamf~mi- u mU I -I,



process, and demonstrate thr,?ugh testinr that the system cap-ibilities . . . 'satisfy
the mission need and meet minimurn acceptaDle operational performance require-
ments.12

Activities include design reviews of both hardware and software components
at component, subsystem, and system level. Performance and reliability test-
ing are accomplished at all three levels anC "nclude both developmental test
and initial operational test. Also during this phase, plans are finalized for
deployment and support of the weapon system. Initial spares are produced,
technical orders are written and verified, and training courses are developed.
The milestone decision review at the end of this phase carefully examines the
developmental and initial operation test results. The results of low-rate initial
production are reviewed in terms of performance, readiness, and sustainabil-
ity (logistics) parameters achieved. A decision to proceed into full production
".represents a commitment to build, deploy, and support the system"": for its
lifetime.

Phase III: Production and Deployment. Phase III, production and de-
ployment, begins with the decision to proceed with full-rate production. As the
system is produced and fielded, support plans are implemented. The users
and maintainers receive extensive training from the core of trained people
who participated in the previous phase. Additional capabilities that had been
deferred in a P3 1 proram are now imrpemented. in addition "fllw-on nnoper

tional testing and production verification testing [will be conducted] to con-
firm and monitor performance and quality."14 Data on system performance,
readiness, sustainability, and affordability are compiled by field and depot
units. Minor problems identified here are corrected through engineering
changes while the system is still in production. Major modifications or up-
grades to correct deficiencies may also be considered and are subject to a
milestone review. As DODI 5000.2 states

the intent [of Milestone IV] is that potential systen, modifications should compete
with all other possible alternatives during a icA, Phase 0, Concept Exploration and
Defi ,ition. .... If a major modification program is approved, the milestone decision
authority will determinie which acquisition phase should be entered. This decision
will be based on the level of risk, the adequacy of risk management planning, arid
the arnGunt of resouru.s to be committed. 1 '5

Phase IV: Operations and Support. This is phase IV, the final acquisi-
tion phase. As depicted in figure 1, it overlaps with phase 111. Operations and
support of the weapon system by the user begin at some point after initial
units roll off the production line, when the user declares at, ability to conduct
initial operations. Producing and deploying the total authorized quantity of a
system frequently take several years. Readiness and supportability are re-
viewed periodically. The effects of aging are also assessed on a regularly
scheduled basis. This is particularly important fbr one-shot devices, such as
solid rocket motors, which do not have on-and-off cycles, and for components
of a nuclear circuit. Any modification.s or upgrades to improve readiness or
supportability, or to extend service resulting from problems identified here,
follow the same procedures des'cribed above. 16
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Acquisition Management Considerations

Guiding an acquisition program through all these phases requires a
thoughtful plan. This is documented in the acquisition strategy, described
below. Along with this, it is important to understand who has authority to
approve the acquisition strategy, and to provide direction and support to the
program office.

Acquisition Strategy: Risk Management
and Contracting Approach

One of the majoi- considerations in determining how best to proceed with an
acquisition program is risk manag(ment. To that end, policy laid down in
Department of Defense Directive (DODD) 5000.1, Defense Acquisition, states
that "effective acquisition planning and aggressive risk management by both
government and industry are essential for success. Program decisions and
resource commitments must be based on plans for, and progress in, control-
ling risk."

17

There are two ways in which the contracting approach can help mitigate
risk. One is for the government to develop an acquisition strategi' that shares
risk with the contractor. This is done by selecting "a contracting approach...
for each acquisition phase [that] permits an equitable and sensible allocation
of risk between government and industry.""8 There are two general categories
of contracts used in government acquisitions: cost reimbursement and fixed
price. The government bears the greatest cost risk in the former, while the
contractor bears the max'raum cost risk in the latter. Generally speaking, cost
reimbursement contracts are mort commonly used in the early stages of anl
acquisition program where the technical and cost risks are highest. As the
system design becomes more stable and the program proceeds towards full
production, technical and cost uncertainty decrease. Emphasis then shifts to
use of a fixed-price contract.

Another way for the government to abate cost, schedule, and performance
risk is through the use of competition amog contractors. The principle works
the same way as does supply and demand in the open market place, with
defense contractors competing for limited defense dollars. Moreover, competi-
tion is required during all acquisition phases by federal law (Title 10, UnideL
States Code), by the Federal Acquisition Regulation, and by Department of9|
Defense policy.' 9

Milestone Decision Reporting/Review Chain

The President's Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense Management in 1986
found that "federal law governing acquisition has become steadily more com-
plex, the acquisition system more bureaucratic, and acquisition management
more encumbered and iinproductive." 2 0 In response to the latter two findings,
DODD 5000.1 streamlined the reporting chain. Defense acquisition policy low
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requires dear and short lines of authority and accountability. For mnajor dc-
fense acquisition programs (defined in l)ODI 5000.2 by dollar expenditures),
this chain extends from the service acquisition executive (SAE) through the
program executive officers (PEOs) to the individual program managers (PM.)
(fig. 3). The SAE is the assistant, secretary of the Air Force (acquisition). 'The
PEOs are general officers who manage a related portfolio of programs (e.g.,
space, tactical, strategic). Program funding and daily managcment activity
occur through this chain. Other support required by an acquisition program
(e.g., persopnnel, technical or laboratory support, test facilities) is provided
through command channels."1 Nenmajor defense acquisition programs have a
similar streamlined reporting chain, with no more than two levels permitted
between their program managers and their milestone decision authority level,
the designated acquisition commander (DAC). 22
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acceptable levels, is app:. opriate. Severzi methods to do that have been devel-
oped. Sole source contracting, use of nondevelopmental items (NDI), concur-
rency, pieplatined product improvement (P31), and High Gear (discussed later
in this chapter) are among the method.- used during peacetime. In the case of
a contingency such as war, it may be worth risking higher cost or initial
support problems in order to hasten the deployment of an operationa! capabil-
ity. The rapid response process (RRP) was developed to respond to just such a
contingency-Operation Desert Storm.

Sole Source Contracting

In the case of an urgent or compelling need, such as wir, the government
may be Aillig to assume a greater proportion of the risk it, order to expedite
the development and fielding of a weapon. 23 In such an instance, a contract
may be awarded to one contractor wvithout competition. This is called a sole
source contract. This can save up to 6 months or more compared to normal
competitive contracting procedures.

Nondevelopmental Items

One way to reduce the time it takes to develop and field a system is to use
items that have already been developed (nondevelopmental items INDI]), but
to u•e them i, new ways. This Par he done with either commercially devel-
oped items or with military hardware. The existing equipment can be used as
it is, modified to fit specific circumstances, or combined with new or other
existing equipment to provide a new capability. Another advantage of using
NBI is that the logistics support system is also likely to have been estab-
lished.

Concurrency

Another way to reduce the time it takes to develop and field a new weapon
system is to overlap the phases of the acquisition cycle rather than perform-
ing them sequentially. This is called concurrency.

The most common form of concurrency is the production of a system while develop-
mental activities ure still ongoing. The risk in such concuriency is that of producing
a large number of units which might. later prove to he unsuitable ond must then he
discarded, modified to be useful, oi- upgraded t(; production configuratio,.2'

Schedule and cost implications of these risks must be addressed. In addition,
the plan to use concurrency must be addressed as part of tile acquisition
strategy.

Preplanned Product Improvement

Another established method for accelerating the development and deploy-
ment of new capabilities is preplanned product improvement P3 1l. p':1 is an
acquisition approach used to "reduce program risk, and speed delivery of a
near-term creditable sy:;tem designed for future inmprovements." 2'5 P21 .hould
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be considered early in the program acquisition, beginning in the concept ex-
ploration phase. It should be documented in the acquisition strategy for re-
view and approval at the milestone decision point. The technologically
difficult system requirements are deferred by using the P3 I otrategy. The
system that is initially fielded is designed to facilitate the future incorpora-
tion of those technologically difficult capabilities. The deferred requirements
continue to be developed i" parallel with the basic system and are incorpo-
rated at a later, but specifieu, time.26

High Gieai.

Project High Gear v,,as established by Gen Ronald W. Yates, commander of
Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), "to addres3 a few high-priority user
issues that have the potential for simple, quick solution. . . . The intent of
High Gear is to satisfy users by being innovative and creative, while saving
time and money."27 The decision to designate a project as a High Gear project
is made by the commander of AFSC after consulting with the user, the AFSC
field commanders, and the PEO as appropriate. Each High Gear project will
have a designated project manager, who will select a management team. High
Gear projects will enjoy streamlined management and review procedures,
similar to the PEO structure. High Gear is really an acquisition process, not a
separately funded program. Thus, High Gear projects will normally operate
within the confines of their normal program budget, although command re-
sources may be made available if needed. 28

Rapid Response Process

The Rapid Response Process (RRP) was developed to provide a streamlined
process for responding to the urgent weapon system development needs of Air
Force commanders in US Air Forces, Central Command (CENTAF) during
Desert Storm. The process works as follows. The CENTAF commander identi-
fies a requirement to its operator major command (e.g., TAC, SAC). The
operator major command (MAJCOM) then validates the need and documents
it in a Combat Mission Need Statement (C-MNS). The C-MNS is given to a
special action team (SAT) at the Pentagon. The SAT

accomplishes most of the leg-N or each lRRI'l project. They review the require-
ment, discuss alternative solu .e. snd recommended response, pull together the
acquisition approach and prepare the briefings that will be used to obtain corporate
approval .... The General Officer Steering Committee (GOSC) . . . provides the
corporate review and discipline on proposed RRIP projc'ýts. It reviews potential
projects to ensure the proposed solution fneets operational needs and reviews the
impact of the proposed funding source . The GOSC sends their recommendation
to [the vice chief ofstawTof the Air Forcel for final approval/disapproval.2 5

This is normally done within 20 days. The designated acquisition command
then forms a special team to execute the project. It is free to use ary of the
accelerated procedures described above. The project "receives priority han-
dling and high-level management oversight (i.e., weekly status repoits to
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AFSC/CC by the AFSC team).""° By the end of hostilities in Desert Storm, the
Air Force had fielded 15 systems using the accelerated procedures of the
Rapid Response Process.31

As the remainder of this paper shows, all of these techniques for accelerat-
ing acquisition processes were used to support the Desert Shield and Desert
Storm efforts. Some program offices relied on a single process, such as High
Gear. Others used a combination of techniques-for example, NDI and con-
currency. The following chapters review their experiences and describe the
lessons they learned.
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Chapter 3

Existing Systems Upgraded for Desert Storm

This chapter begins the examination of the programs ti ,ised accelerated
acquisition processes to support the war effort of Desert St., n. It addresses
the High-Speed Antiradiation Missile (HARM) system whose two software
upgrades encompass the . odification processes undertaken during the war.

High-Speed Antiradiation Missile

One of the first missions of a counterair campaign is the suppression of
enemy air defenses (SEAD). Indeed, many of the first missions flown in Op-
eration Desert Storm were SEAD missions. The HARM was, thus, one of the
first weapons used in the war. Specifically, the mission of the HARM is the
suppression of hostile land- and sea-based radar-directed surface-to-air mis-
siles and air defense artillery.i The HARM is air-launched from underving
pylons of the Air Force's F-4G and F-16C, the Navy's A-7E, EA-6B, and
F/A-18 aircraft, and the German Tornado. The missile locks onto enemy radar
emissions and homes in on them. It was reported that the HARM was so
successful that after the first week of hostilities, mission packages would not
fly into the Kuwaiti theater of operations without IHARM support. 2

The joint service authority for HARM is the United States Navy program
office for tactical aircraft's defense suppression systems. Air Force personnel
detached from the Air Force's Joint Tactical Systems program office and jointly
assigned with the Navy are responsible for the development and test, production,
deployment, and support of the USAF HARM inventory. The Air Force office
swung into action almost as soon as Desert Shield began on 8 August 1990. Its
first response was to a request from the TAC crisis action team. TAC wanted to
upgrade HARM immediately to the Block III software configuiration for im-
proved target sensitivity.3 The Block III upgrade had been in development for
about three years and was scheduled to be employed in April 1990.4 To support
this immediate operational requirement, Air Force personnel assigned with the
Navy directed the contractor, Texas Instruments, to accelerate delivery of the
hardware needed to reprogram missile software. The rapid missile reprogram-
ming capability developed for HARM allowed the weapon to adapt to changing
enemy threat conditions with minimum effort and cost. Meanwhile, the program
office assembled a reprogramming team of one officer (an engineer), two noncom-
missioned officers (munitions maintenance specialists), two Navy civilian tech-
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nicians, and contractor persor.nel. The team deployed within three days of
notification and began reprogramming missiles. 5

Soon after the reprogramming effort started, another software problem was
discovered. rime HARM was locking on some coalition radars (Soviet and French
built) and would not lock on United States systems the Iraqis had captured."
Obviously a software modification to the targeting file was needed. Texas Instru-
ments began working a three-shift operation to develop the software and to
deliver retrofit kits.7 The success of this and the previotsly described reprogram-
ming efforts were heavily dependent upon support of the munitions maintenance
people in each theater. The reprogramming operations were given priority and
worked on two 12-hour shifts, seven days a week. Before the start. of Desert
Storm, all missiles in the theater had been reprogrammed. By the end of "March
1991, all missiles in the Air Force inventorv were reprogrammed. Over 6,000
[Air Force HARM] missiles at more than 9 locations worldwide were repro-
grammed in 7 nmonths, more than 2 years earlier than originally planned- 8 The
Air Force-led team also reprogrammed HARMs for the United State?-- Marine
Corps air group flying F/A-18s and based in the West Asian theater.9

Then in January 1991, with the start of Desert Storm, the HARM program
office ODce again had the opportunity to show its mettle. Early in the war, the
F-4Gs experienced more HARM jettisons than expected,10 This was a problem not

IsAt -as -L-A. V . Jty a A..AAICtA

number of launchers available. In addition, two of these aircraft came back with
rocket motors expended and five came back with expended batteries." In re-
sponse, a USAF/contractor tiger team consisting of USAF HARM program office,
personnel, and aircraft, missile, and missile rocket-motor contractors deployed to
Saudi Arabia to investigate the problem.12 "The te~an consisted of personnel from
the rocket motor. aircraft, and missile contractors and was led by the SPO [system
program office] senior officer (ASD/YJ).""3 The teams found that the hangfites
occurred only on certain aircraft. They also found that the crew left the multista-
tion select switch on ate,- performing the built-in test (BIT). This allowed acciden-
tal enabling of the last missile tested. They concluded that the most likely cause
was variability in the F-4G relay switch along with multistation selection by the
pilot. A procedural workaround was developed in the field to fix the problem. It
included avoiding use of the multistation switch.'4 In a parallel effort, a launcher
procurement program was initiated in the event an easy solution was not found.
The aircraft problem has been verifie I as an F-4G-specific software problem.' 5

Although a software rewrite was prepared, TAC decided that installing the soft.
ware fix was not cost-effective because the F4G will he phased out of the inventory
soon. Instead, TAC implemented the procedural fR.' 6

Lessorns Learned

Teamwork and cooperation among the Navy-led program oTce, Air Force
agencies, and contractors were excellent. Navy contracting officers aggres-
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sively processed the contract. changes needed to implement the software up-
grades. HARM testing was conducted at a Navy installation.17 Further, dur-
ing the 10 years the HARM has been in production, the contractor has never
missed a delivery schedule and can boast one of the best learning curves in
the industry. Over that time, the program office, contractor, and user have
developed a close team relationship. Efforts expended during this time to
support the user act as a foundation of trust and enhance the quality of the
product. They aid in better understanding the user's requirements and in
fashioning test programs that realistically reflect wartime scenarios.18 In ad-
dition, this solid base of teamwork made it easier to correct problems that
surfaced during Desert Storm.19

It is important to ensure thaL evk.ry detail of testing accurately reflects the
way the system will be used in combat.20 Missing even the smallest detail
(e.g., selection of multistation switch) can lead to lost missions and costly
efforts to correct the problem.

Direct communication between deployed units and the program office via
secure STU-III telephones and fax was extremely useful. It enabled timely
and accurate discussion of problems and enhanced the contractors ability to
provide solutions to combat problems quickly. 21

"One of the biggest leverage elements to the entire HARM program and the
Desert Shield/Desert Storm events is the fact that the Air Force place:; out-
SLall In- ilOlr•r lllill ~iuioneu VLl 1 J I-'4. w I,11 I I IL:-' CLt l Jl• }JC1Ul tl.t 1 11 in tlh

program office."22 These NCOs made significant contributions, both in the
program office and with the deployed team, in identifying causes of problems
and in developing and iniplementing the corrections.
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Chapter 4

Systems Whose Development
Was Accelerated for Desert Storm

Having examined fielded systems that were upgraded and modified to sup.-
port Desert Storm, we now turn our attention to systems that were under
development when Desert Storm began. Some, like the F-15E and low-altitude
navigation and targeting infrared for night (LANTIRN), had begun being
delivered to some units, but they had not reached initial operational capabil-
ity and did not yet have full logistics support established. Other systems, likL
J-STARS, were several years away from initial planned delivery when they
were deployed to the Gulf'. Let us begin with the F-15E.

F-15E

"We did our fair share of taking out Iraqi bunkers, Scud missiles, and
tanks. I think the airplane worked quite well." That is how Lt Col Pete l)eibig
describes the success of the F-15E Strike Eagle during Operation Desert
Storm. Colonel Deibig led a team from the F-15 System Progrom Office (SPO)
at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base's (AFB) Aeronautical System Division.
The team accompanied Ote 4th Tactical F'ghter Wing to its deployed location.
The SPO team was a critical element of the Strikc Eagle's success during the
war.

1

The F-15E is a dual-role fighter, able to perform both the air superiority
and interdiction rules. It has the same air-to-air capability as other F- 15s, but
has improved avionics and a strengthened airframe for air-to-ground bomb-
ing.' Its primary mission is air-to-ground interdiction, und it fought solely at
night during Desert Storm using the LANTIRN systeni.:

The F-15E program began in 1984 when it was selected to satisfyV the
mission of dual-role fighter. Flight testing began in 1986 and initial deliveries
were in 1988.'" Because of' the high degree of concurrency in the progranm,
initial operational test and evalluation (IO'l'&E) was still under way even after
the program was well into production, and the Strike Eagles were already
being deployed to Saudi Arabia. 5 New aircraft systems normally have st:veral
months or years in which to mature, t'j work out the bugs altcr I()T&E. The
Strike Eagle was not I.o have that lLxury."

The deci.-ilon to commit the 1"- 155E to a combat role in the GLulf" came in
August 1991. Only 18 months alter receiving thcir first aircraft., the 4th
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Tactical Fighter Wing (TFW) deployed. Two months after achieving fully op-
erationally ready status, the 336 Tactical Fighter Squadron (TFS) deployed.
The 335 TFS followed suit soon thereafter, only nine months after their first
F-15E flight.7 Because system test was not yet complete, and because full
logistics support was not yet in place, this was quite a feat.

To help overcome these limitations, the F-15E SPO assembled and operated
a dedicated team, called the Desert Eagle Team. The team operated from
their normal home locations. It included representatives from all SPO direc-
torates, plus key players from McDonnell Aircraft Company, the prime con-
tractor (also known as McAir) and their subcontractors, the system program
manager's office at Warner Robins Air Logistic Center (WR-ALC), Headquar-
ters Tactical Air Command (TAC), the LANTIRN and engine SPOs, and the
Tactical Air Warfare Center (TAWC), among others. Of these, WR-ALC,
McAir, and the LANTIRN SPO also d~veloped dedicated teams to address
specific issues as they arose. Although this team expedited support to the
deployed unit, closer contact was still needed. On 13 December 1990, with
hostilities looming on the horizon, a "tailored [Product Support Team (PST)]
of SPO personnel was built and deployed with the operational unit to support
both F-15E-peculiar and LANTIRN issues. Again, these incluo;ed b.oth USAF
and contractor participants. .. .8 The deployed SPO PST worked closely with
aircraelL, zinaltllliull zi, txPUUI w Ilig al-JI1 UeI1VUerleS afliu WUfl hilt IUL Uligt I •: I IIL I

problems. 9 Field Service Representatives (FS~s) from McAir also deploy'd to
Saudi Arabia as integral members of the PST, and they were instrumental inl
accomplishing repairs normaily beyond the capability of base-level mainte-
nance.

10

In addition to supporting the F-15Es that had already beýen delivered and
deployed, the F-15 SPO received several request,; to enhance the Strike
Eagle's interdiction capabilities. As reported in Leading Edgc, "these included
increasing the accuracy of bombs, and using several combinalions and place-
ments of bombs, missiles and external and conformal fuel tanks to extend
range and missions.'"11 These efforts were completed successfully and included
82 test flights performed by the 3246th Test Wing at Eglin AFB.12 To further
enhance F-15E capabilities, the SPO "accelerated weapon system certification
for selected armaments. Testing had been previously planned. . . but was
reordered to ensure F-15Es in the Midea4t could use specific wealpons in
combat."13

All this resulted in Strike Eagle performance that exceeded stated user
i equirements during the war. They maintained a 95.5'?ý fully mission capable
(FMC) rate throughout the conflict."' This is remarkable not only becausu the
aircraft was new but also because the conditions were m11ore severe than
usual. Lt Col Deibig explains.

The whole war went against normal training. At honnt y:i, crank out t)ht srties, fly
at low altitude, drop your bombs, and head home. In this.i- wjar, there were fcVwer
sorties which lasted much longer, up tu 5 or 6 1uours. Some ,s-ort is ];,tfd111 nine or 10
hours because hlol sanld storms, called "shiumihis," prevented landing. TI'he air-
planes also flew at mccdiumu rath er than low altitude to avoid hI 1(I dMifess-
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In all, during Desert Storm the F-15Es flew 2,185 combat sorties for 7,359.7
combat hours, and delivered 11,270,620 lbs of munitions. 16

Lessons Learned

Product support is an extremely important part of acquisition strategy. It

consists of product support teams, supply support, and spares.
Product Support Teams. Should future contingen'!y operations require

the deployment of newly operational weapon systems, dedicated teams from
USAF and key contractor groups should be formed in the CONUS. In addi-
tion, a tailored product support team should be formed and sent to the deploy-
ment location.) 7 These teams should be given liberal authority to respond

El directly to the user, both in the field and at the appropriate headquarters,
`.ý whenever possible. This is the approach successfully used by the Strike Eagle

team. From the dedicated product support teams deployed with the user, to
the integrated Desert Eagle team at home, everyone worked together to sup-
port the war effort.

in addition, the depioyed team ShOlld irILmnude a eirmor .'ITC-0 WILIL UppI lUjVl-
ate aircraft- or munitions-maintenance background. Although the deployed
team greatly enhanced SPG and user communication, some problems were
still encountered. Some of these problems could have been averted had the
deployed team included a maintenance NCO. Captain Mason explains.

On several occasions, the descriptionslircumstances of problems encountered by
deployed maintenance personnel were not communicated to the proper CONUS
personnel nor, when communicate.d, were they explicit enouigh to effectively analyze
and solve the problems. . . We could have resolved problems faster and more
completely with butter field information. Because reports were sometimes incom-
pite and/or misleading, SI'O logistics personnel often interpreted l)roblems incor-
rectl., which led us to waste valuable time and eflort-R

'iupply Support. A method for expediting spares support must be estab-
•-,ed as early as possible during a contingency and clearly communicated to

a.I., pa-)rles. [his is a special requirement for developmental or immature sys-
tes3 when the routine supply system is not yet in place. It must include a
s~ngie point of contact to pass on urgent operator support requirements to
cuntractors and suppliers, including subcontractors and USAF logistics sup-
por'. elements.

.,i.s lesson is the result of several problems encountered during Desert
Stornu. The supply support. system was not fully in place when the F-15E
deployed. For that reason the deployed unit telephoned the SPO to request
spirei support identical to that which had also been entered through normal
requi,3itioning channels. Yet often the item managers were unaware of the
needs until contacted by the SPO because the requisitioning data had never
been transmitted from the deployed location into the automated CONUS sys-
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tern. In addition, contractors arid/or suppliers often received conflicting and/or
overlapping requests for spares, aid contradictory shipping instructions for
repaired assets. Coordination between the SPO and air logistics center (ALC)
often took place after the requirements were already passed. Lastly, direct
communication between the operator and the subcontracted suppliers some-
times created accountability problems for the prime contractor. 19

Spares. The quantity of spares to support contingency operations was in-
adequate and needs to be improved. The F-15E suffered from two problems.
First, initial provisioning of spares was lower than needed. Second, sporadic
funding of war readiness spares kits (WRSK) resulted in deficiencies in some
k.ts when the order for deployment came in August 1990. (It is important to
note here that these problems concern only the F-15E. Those items common
with the other series F-15s did not suffer these problers.)

The initial provisioning shortfalls resulted from two causes. The provision-
ing levels were calculated with mature maintenance usage and reliability
rates rather than by using the higher rates expected with immature systems.
Perhaps more importantly, the actual field reliability rates were lower than
predicted rates.'2

Although not an acquisition problem per se, inadequate WRSK is nonethe-
less a ,,cry real problem to a deployed squadron. This is because WRSK is the
primary source of spares support during deployments. WRSK was fully
funded in fiscal year (FY) 1987, but not funded at all in FY88 or FY89. 2'

Deficiencies in WRSK can result in lost sorties.

In all, "Spares planning should take weapon system concurrency land the
possibility of a conLingency] into consideration. . . Given the decreasing
flexibility and surge capability of producers, adequate spares postare [to in-
elude WRSK] is the only guarantee of sustained support for . . . concurrent
systems." (ASD/VFE) Inadequate spares can easily lead to lost sorties during
a contingency.

Teamwork, Customer Relationships, and Communication

Teamwork, close customer relationships, and frequent communication

emerged as important keys to the accomplishmenits of the F-15E in Dese;rt
Storm. The effectiveness of teamwork is illustrated by this example described
by the F-15 deputy program director.

Vir-tually all tasking from the TAF, including all eleumeits of IIQ TAC and CENTAI"
(depoyed), came directly to the SPO, often through the deployed PST. On no occa-
bion was tasking iouted through the battle staffi at 11Q AI"SG or IIQ ASI). 'lnhi
mcant that the SPOs became key operational support elements, often providing
oupport beth directly to the deployed wing, and to the deployed wing through the 4
TFW at Seymour Johnson AFIB."

On the other hand, all team members need to understand the limits of their
authority. In the excitineat of close teamwork and constant cnnitinicat.iu,
a team caii inadverte;,tly skip an essential step and consequeltly slov the
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process down. Such was the case when the appropi'iate decision and resource
allocation authorities were omitted from an action.

Improper routing of 4 TFW (Provisional) requests for enhanced/modified opera-
tional capability engendered delays and inefficiencies ... Many requests for flight
clearances and weapons support from 4TFW (Provisional) were phoned directly to
the SPO, Eglin, or McAir without the knowledge or approval of HQ TAC/DRF/DRA.
Commitment of scarce resources required HQ TAC approval. However, because its
decision makers had been excluded from the original communicatiGns requesting
assistance, HQ TAC declined to provide clearance until after additional reconfirma-
tion from the 4 TFW (Provisional) ... Although the intent was to speed up the
process, it turned out that by-passing HQ TAC actually -lowed it down. 23

A more efficient approach would have been for the 4th TFW (Provisional) to
work simultaneously with both the SPO and with their chain of command
through CENTAF. In this way, the action agencies (SPO, test wings, contrac-
tors) could have begun appropriate, preliminary analysis and planning while
command authorities decided priorities and resource allocation.

Lastly, adequate communications links between deoloyed forces and SPO
are essentia!, both telephone and fax. Tracking and expediting parts was a
real problem until AT&T installed satellite dishes and telephones.24

Contracting

The production contract should define the contractor's role and responsibili-
ties in case of war before initial fielding is complete, This flexibility can be
provided in the form of priced options or clauses and should be part of the
initial acquisition strategy. Although all the contractors were responsive to
the urgent needs of wartime, the contractors were unwilling to send field
service representatives to the deployed location until they had an appropriate
contractual vehicle in place. That was a perfectly reasonable pcsition for them
to take, but it is one that can delay effective support to combat operations. In
aldition, the SPO used many undefinitized contract actions (UCA) to aut'hor-
ize such activities as borrowing production assets for use as spares and cer-
tain aircraft modifications. 25 UCAs expose the government to uncontrolled
contractor costs and can be a risky way of conducting business.

Funding

Funding procedures for contingency procurements need to be clarified.
Managers in the program office fbund funding for deployment support of the
F-15E confusing and inadequate for procurement appropriations. They ex-
pected procurement direction to also include funding of production assets. Ms
Miniard from F-15 program control explains:

While the [Rapid Response Process] provided funding and authority for '1heo.ter
Commander in Chief requests, the F-15 S'PO was asked to address numerous needs
identified by the aperators at the wing level. When we requested additional
funding, [we were proxit;edj generalized authority to eXecut D1esert Shield/Stormlli
aitW ,ities using existing direction and funding.21'
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In addition, the FY91 Supplemental Appropriations that provided funds after
the conclusion of hostilities, funded operations and maintenance only and "did
not replace the amounts which F-15 SPO used from existing budget author-
ity.'' 27

Priorities

The Air Force needs to maintain discipline and not abuse the contractor's
priority system. The F-15 SPO production chief confirms 28 that the "Desert
Shield/Storm Project Code was misused, resulting in premium effort being
ap, led to non-critical activiLies. USAF agencies used Desert Storm as an
opportunity to fix support problems not related to Desert Storm (evidenced by
requests for spares/repair expedites from lower priority operating units.)"129

Production/Manufacturing

Although McDonnell Aircraft Company was responsive to government re-
quests, cost reduction moves by McAir and by other industry leaders may
have a negative impact on future contingency spares support. McAir is acting
to reduce manufacturing costs by switching to a just-in-time inventory. They
expressed the concern that if that system, as well as other work-in-progress
reductions, had been in place, they would not have had enough assets to
support Desert qtcivn oequirements. 30

Governmeiit and contractor cooperation expedited aircraft deliveries. The
Defense Plait Representative Office (DPRO) and McAir inspectors performed
simultaneous inspections at the end of the production line. The result was
critical days eliminated from the delivery schedule.3 1

Planning

Formal planning should be accomplished on two levels; at the command
hieadquarters and at the program office.

At the MAJCOM level, Headquarters Air Force Materiel Command kHQ
AFMC) should create an annex for contingency operations in their war and
contingency support plan. It should identify those systems in the production
and deployment phase that could be used during a war. This list should be
updated annually. For all systems identified in the IHQ AFMC plan, the pro-
gram office should establish more detailed plans (see below). HQ AFMC
should further work with the using commands to establish plans for the
beddown and support of deployed product support teams.

In the program office, contingency support plans should be documented no
later than the start of low-rate initial production. This should be done by both
the government and contractor and can be done as part. of the production
plan. The plan shoul1 "identify risks of going to war at IOC with immature
weapoiis system. Plan for systems to go to war at IOC and identify shortfalls:
subsystems, qualification testing, integration, spares, quantities, repair capa-
bilities, WRSK.''3a It should address spares, training, contractor and depot
support. The plan should contain a war and mobilization section that specifi-
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cally names deployment team members, both Air Force and contractor. This
section siould lay out team support requirements, to include telephone and
fax communications with the program office, communication chain and
authority, and operations procedures. Lastly, the contingency plan should also
"establish contracting procedures. emergency funding procedures, production
hardware and loan/payback procedures for war time support."'33 (Also see
contracting lesson above.)

In all, the command should develop and implement a thorough contingency
support planning system that includes detailed plans in the program offices
and top level plans at the command level that are coordinated with the oper-
ating command's war plans.

Low-Altitude Navigation
Targeting Infrared for Night

When Desert Shield began in August 1990, the LANTIRN was one of the
first systems to deploy. Because it is used with both the F-] 5E Strike Eagle
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347th TFW, and the 388th TFW. In all, the system flew oer 14,000 combat
hours.3 4 In addition, the F-15E fought exclusively at night using the LAN-
TIRN system.35

LANTIRN is a two-part system made up of a navigation pod and a target-
ing pod. The AAQ-13 navigation pod houses a wide-field-of-view, forward-
looking infrared (FLIR) and a terrain-following radar. The AAQ-14 targeting
pod interfaces with aircraft controls and displays and its fire control system.
It provides semiautomatic target acquisition and delivery of unguided and
guided weapons. The targeting pod can also be configured for designator use
only with laser-guided munitions. 3 6

What makes this remarkable is that delivery of the targeting pod had
begun only two years earlier. Only twelve pods had been delivered by August
1990.31 LANTIRN deliveries were not schedaled to be complet- until 1992.
More importantly, the targeting pod had not yet reached its initial opera-
tional capability when the order to deploy was received. In fact, it was in-
serted directly in combat for some aircraft.:" That means the logistics system
was not yet in place: the full complement of spares was not available and
technical orders were not completely validated. Further, the targeting pod
was still an immature subsystem, still working out some of the initial prob-
lems. In order to preclude combat problems that could arise from this situ-
ation, a product support team was deployed to the 4 TFW (deployed) location
to fill gaps in organic maintenance capability and logistical support. In all,
the LANTIRN targeting pod exceeded its expected fully mission-capable
rate39 and contributed significantly to the success of the F-15E Strike Eagle.
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Lessons Learned

Teamwork

The key to effective use of an immature system in a combat situation is a
product support team (PST) deployed with the user. The LANTIRN program
office built and deployed a tailored team composed of both SPO personnel and
contractors. The contractor team members are particularly important because
"many problems required hands-on experience similar to those learned by the
contractor support engineer/technician during various systems test."'40 Nei-
ther SPO nor tactical air force (TAF) people had this valuable experience.
Only the dedicated teamwork of the combined team made the accomplish-
ments of the LANTIRN system possible.

Product Support

Jack Wilson, the deputy program director for LANTIRN, succinctly stated
their most important lesson from Desert Storm, " To ensure a smooth transi-
tion of an immature system from an acquisition system directly to a combat

AOR [area of responsibility]." The team deployed during Desert Storm per-
formed many critical maintenance and operations support tasks. Most signifi-
cant to the war effort, they prevented the loss ofnumerous combat sorties. 41

Maintenance Su)port. The LANTIRN targeting pod was deployed before
the TAF possessed its first fully capable targeting pod squadron. Although
trained Air Force maintenance personnel were deployed, their maintenance
experience was limited. Contractor support engineers and technicians filled
the gaps in organic maintenance capability and logistical support. They were
part of a PST deployed to the 4th TFW (deployed) location from 2 January
1991 to early June 1991.42

The 4th TFW/MA (deployed) termed the support provided by the PST as
"invaluable." In addition to augmenting organic capability, the team provided
a depot-level type maintenance capability at the deployed location. In five
separate instances, it was this depot-level maintenance which prevented pods
from being shipped off station for repair and precluded possible lost sorties.4:3

Supply Support. Expedited supply support and direct lines of communica-
tion between deployed units and stateside experts were key links in support of
LANTIRN, especially the targeting pod.44

The targeting pod was deployed as an immature system with limited
spares. To maximize use of the spares available, the program office and air
logistics center initiated actions to expedite the established supply system.
These actions included providing contractor support on the PST in the thea-
tre, maintaining direct communication with the field through daily telecons,
establishing a courier service to ferry critical repairable items directly to
depot, and accelerating, requisitions directly to the depot. In addition, the [ST
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identified high-failure components so that spares stockage levels could be
increased.4 _

Other Support. The contractors deployed with the PST provided other
critical support as well, For example, because the targeting pod was still
immature, intermittent built-in-test (BIT) faults had not yet been corre:ýled.
Under certain conditions, the BIT exhibited false positive indications.) The
contractor was able to draw upon engineering development experience to de-
sign procedural enhancements and workarounds tha' alleviated this problem.
They also trained aircrews in-theater by reviewing tapes and providing aca-
demic instruction. Lastly, they clarified technical order procedural items in
both aircrew and maintenance manuals.47

Contracting

A warranty clause and an interim contractor support clause for depot sup-
port were already in place or 'he LANTIRN contract. They enabled the rapid
return and repair of spe components. 48 These clauses should be considered
for inclusion in prod-c' io contracts that plan for the support of contingency
operations.

Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System

The first six weeks of Operation Desert Storm were dominated by Air Force
missions. Most of the targets were on the ground, especially armored vehicles
and Republican Guard strongholds. This was an ideal environment in which
to use the new joint surveillance target attack radar system (J-STARS). J-
STARS is a modified Boeing 707 that uses a phased-array antenna to detect
targets beyond line of sight.4 9 It can "detect, classify and track moving or
stationary vehicles over a large battlefield and transmit that infbrniation to
Army and Air Force commanders in real time"50 via a secure data link. J-
STARS can perfbrm its mission during day or night, under most weather
conditions, and in electronic countermeasures and air defense environ.
ments.51 It complements the airborne warning and control system (AWACS),
which tracks airborne and ocean-going targets; AWACS is also a modified
Boeing 707, with the familiar radar dome on top.52

J-STARS was a developmental system approximately four to five years
away from initial operational capability (1OC) that was called to active service
during Desert Storm.53 Software was still in development, and th' only hard-ware available was prototype hardware.5

4 In the fall of 1990, the J-STARS
had completed a successful operational field demonstroition in Europe.5 5 TheI'l
purpose of that demonstration was to give the users in Tactical Air Command
(TAC) ani opportunity to preview the J-STARS capabilities so that they could
reline their ,,pjrati.,nal requirements and refine their concept of operations.' 5

Following t his successful dcmonstration, Central Command became inter-
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ested in its use in Desert Shield and General Schwarzkopf, commander in
chief, decided to deploy J-STARS.57

On 18 December 1ýiO, the program office received the order to deploy the
J-STARS system and the 4411th Joint STARS Squadron formned. 5 By 24
December 1990, the program office awarded a letter contract to prepare the
aircraft for deployment.5 9 Shakedown test flights began immediately at the
contractor's facilities in Melbourne, Florida.60 Meanwhile, the program office
prepared a contract for a 60-day deployment and support of' J-STr1RS.f3 It
was awarded on 10 January 1991. Two E-8 J-STARS aircraft deployed the
next day. In less than one month, the squadron had been organized and
trained to operate the aircraft and the sensors on board. It flew its first
mission on 16 January 1991, the day before hostilities began.';2

Lessons Learned

Program Management

The user should be prepared for a delay in the final delivery schedule of a
system when it is used during the development period. Joint- STARS was
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the contractor, the loss of two test assets for the deployment period, the
contractor shifting gears from FSD to deployment support and back again,
and the refurbishment of the aircraft have caused a projected program Ideliv-
ery] schedule slip 6-7 months.''"63

The information gained during this period, however, may more than offset
the time delays. The deployment can be considered a period of operational
field testing. The program office gets a better idea of what areas need to be
focused on during development, and the user gets a chance to examine and
refine his operational concepts years before hie normally would.i 4

Contracting

Although the urgency of a contingency operation may necessitate the u.se of
an undefinitized letter contract, it is important to specify as much as possible
in the original agreement. For the J-STARS effort, the program office was
able to define all contract activity, except final cost and schedule changes, in
the initial letter contracts. The lessons-learned point paper written by the
program office describes theii actions.

Due to time constraints and the urgency of the requirement, an undefinitized lettvr
contract (cost plus fixed f/e) wias required in order to provide for contractor Stij)tort
of the deployed development system. However, in spite of this urgency, the program
office was able to prepare and issue a contract document that inciuded a complete
definitized work statement as well as contract terms and conditions (including all
applicable FAR [Fedcral Acquisition Regulat;on] ad FAR Suppcment clauses). A
not-to-exceed (NTE) contract value was also agreed upon. As a result, thie only
undefinitizcd aspect of the deployment contract was the final negotiated price. In
addition, concurrent with the award of the deployment contract. a contract
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change should be issued addressing the cost and schedule impact to the develop-
ment contract. This was accomplished with a bilateral change order that included
an NTE [not-to-exceed] price impact and a NTE schedule delay.G5

The cost reimbursement feature of the deploymnent contract change fostered
a close working relationship between the contractor and government person-
nel. The basic development contract is a fixed-price contract, and the contrac-
tor was in an overrun situation. 66 Contractors in this situation frequently use
less than optimal problem-solving techniques. The cost reimbursement struc-
ture for deployment allowed the contractor to put aside financial concerns and
concentrate on providing needed capability to the war effort.

Funding

In addition to immediate funding problems for the contingency effort,
schedule delays cause funding problems in future years. In their initial les-
sons learned report, the program office stated that

The Joint STARS program office funded the entire deployment effort from program
funds 13600] as no 3010 [production] money was available. This created a serious
shortfall. As it stands without a supplemental appropriation, the program may run
out the budget prior to the end of the fiscal ear. The lesson here is: If possible, know
where our money is coming from before you depart.67

As cvcnts unfolded, the Supplemental Appropriation passed by Congress to
pay for the Desert Storm actions did fully reimburse the program office for the
deployment. However, the schedule changes caused by the deployment re-
sulted in funding shortfalls in future years. For example, some work origi-
nally scheduled to be accomplished in fiscal year 1992 has been changed to
fiscal year 1993. There is inadequate money programmed for that year to
cover the new amount of work.

Planning

Air Force Materiel Command should establish a structured system to plan
for future deployments of systems prior to their initial operational capability.
This system should address not only contracting and funding issues, but
should establish a mobility program for both government and contractor per-
sonnel. The program lessons-learned paper suggests that

adequate protective gear, training and in-countr support need to be planned fiur
any contractor pernnnel in a hazardous situation such as this. In addition, such
things as additional compensation, insurance, wills, and family support must be
addressed.'*

Product Support

Product support depends upon three entities: spares, maintenance, and
transportation. The following paragraphs illustrate th- interrelated complex-
itv of those three requirements.

Spares. Thc deploym-ent of a system still in the engineering development
phase causes special supply problems that should be addressed in a contin-
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gency support plan. Joint STARS had spares requirements that exceeded the
military's and manufacturer's ability to meet in several instances. J-STARS
did not yet have depot support or a supply system in place. In addition, some
vendors were not ready to handle the volume of spares required by an opera-
tional system in combat. Since J-STARS are modified Boeing 707-series air-
craft, they were able to share supplies with the AWACS supply point in Saudi
Arabia and make use of an established commercial 707 support system. How-
ever, in some instances, only two line-replaceable units (LRU) existed. While
one was on the aircraft, the other was in transit to and from a repair site.69

Maintenance. Maintenance and support operations of a prototype system

in a contingency situation is dependent upon contractor support. The logibtics
support system is still in the eaAy planning stage during engineering develop-
ment. The contractor, Grumman, maintained the J-STARS aircraft and
manned a number of the key positions on the mission crew. Joint STARS also
had an on-site engineering capability that allowed them to perfect software
and do postmission data processing. 70

Transportation. Spares for developmental systems have special handling
and transportation requirements. They are not yet stock listed, so the supply
system does not easily facilitate assigning them a high priority. Yet there are
so few of these spares that they cannot be allowed to follow routine handling

procedures. Lat~ly they may be. coming directly from a contractor rather than
from the government supply system. As a result of these conditions, the J-

STARS program frequently chartered aircraft to get unique spares to the
MAC aerial ports.7 '

Return to Peacetime Development

System strengths and weaknesses that are learned during a contingency
scenario must be systematically incorporated into the system's acquisition
program. The Joint STARS Program Office has a program called the capabil-
ity analysis program (CAP) that consists of taking all of the inputs from the
Desert Storm participants and compiling them into various categories, consid-
ering whether they are already part of the full-scale development (FSD) nro-
gram, part of the 3d Aircraft Program (follow-on FSD), or should be part of
the preplanned product improvement (P 31). 72

NAVSTAR Global Positioning System

The NAVSTAR (navigation satellite timing and ranging, global positioning
system (GPS) has been an ongoing program ea Space Systems Division for
many, years. GPS suddenly found itself in the spotlight in January 1991 when
operations in the desert began. Its use during Desert Storm was particuiarly
important because the featureless desert environment provides few naviga-
tion and location cues, whether on land or sea or in the air. The GPS over-

comes these problems by providing precise position, velocity, and tinie
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information anywhere in the world and during most hours of the day.",i It is
credited with guiding Army helicopters on their first raid against Iraq's early
warning radars, with enabling a successful rescue of an F-16 pilot downed
behind enemy lines,74 and the just-in-time close air support to an Army fire
squad pinned in a ravine by Iraqi troops. 75 In fact, all units contacted by
Headquarters TAC/DO adamantly asserted that mission effectiveness would
have been substantially degraded without GPS.76

The GPS user segment was the focus of acquisition activity during opera-
tions Desert ShieldiStorm. It consists of three types of satellite receivers: a
portable 17-pound, one-channel set for personnel and surface vehicles; a two-
channel set for helicopters; and a five-channel set for fixed-wing aircraft,
submarines Lnd large surface ships.'7 Full military specifications call for
16-meter accuracy with selective availability and antispoof capability. During
Desert Shield/Storm, the small lightweight GPS receiver (SLGR) was pro-
cured and delivered to the field as a hand-held set. The SLGR is a comrLIC'Cial
GPS receiver wighing only about 4 pounds. It meets the "military temp.ra-
ture, shock, vibiation and moistUre requirements . . . but lacks the accuracy
and antijam capability o" flull military sets."78 Desert Storm began with sev-
eral hundred GPS receivers in-theater. 71 It ended with 6,300, of which about
4,800 were SLGRs.80

The Joint Program Office employed a variety of techniques to accelerate its
acquisition processes and field SLGRs quickly. The on, that had the largest
effect was the fielding of commercial equipment, which required no develop-
ment effort. The primary impediment. to this method was a requirement by
assistant secretary of defense, command, control, and intelligence (ASD/C:'i)
to procure only military sets capable of secure transmission. Because the
commercial sets do not have this capability, each service wanting the SLGR
had to get a waiver of this requirement. 81

Another technique the JPO used to expedite the contracting process was
modification of the existing Trimble production contract to add delivery con-
tract line item numbers (CLIN) rather than competing and awarding new
contracts. Three separate letter contract modifications were awarded between
31 August and 18 December 1990 in order to accommodate the numbers
required by ground forces.` 2

The rapid response process was used iii procurement of small lightweight
GPS receivers. This proved to be invaluable in expediting the reviews needed
to award legal contracts. For example, the justification review document fbr
one of the contracts was completed and coordinated in just one day, far faster
than the u.-Wal few weeks. 8 1

Lessons Learned

O11 of I]", c(iicer os cxpr;e),-.cd by the deputy C0111 mander fOr operations, Ai i
Force Space (oninmmnd (AI"SIPACEIOMiIDO) wa.• that Ný need to place more
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emphasis on the user interface and user capability aspects of the systems we
develop arid deliver.84 This sentiment was echoed by the program office:

Within the past four years, the integration of GPS on frontlirne aircraft has gone
from having almost 100% of the aircraft integrated by 1998 to approximately 25'A.
TI-, greatest lesson we could learn is to fully fund the programs providing the
gre test benefit.

8 5

The rapid response process was invaluable in expediting paperwork
through all levels.

Because the Air Force had negotiated firm, fixed-price contracts, new con-
tract prices had to be negotiated with each change. A more direct contracting
method may have been to use a delivery order contract, which would specify a
minimum and maximum order, maximum monthly order, and a price scbed-
ule. In this way, the time reouired to receive bids and negotiate prices on the
three separate actions could have been reducedyn

The program office, with the help of the DPRO, must maintain visibility
into the contractor's manufacturing capabilities and status. The program of-
fice reported:

Even though a single, cenlral procuring office was established (the JPO), some
organizations ordered recei ers through their own contract. This proved to be more

l l0 tu1ifll uf unit Lunt ,aid iudu1uVd Wdallaltjy. itj c.5 LWU da I)OI)IJU' i` tie
J1- 0 due to overal! requirements, unknown to the JPO, exceeding production catm-
bil i.. .8

It was ;''so reported that there were numerous individual credit card pur-
chases ) military personnel in the Gulf.88

It is i perative that program offices remember that their charter is to
deliver i apability, not pieces of equipment. Colonel Runkle, former DIogram
director ( the NAVSTAR GPS joint program office, reports:

Man of the troops wrote letters to the contractor stating they loved their GPS
equif ,ert, but why didn't they have manuals, external antennas, or "AA" battery
pack, or longer cables, or carrying straps, or .... It became very apparent that
items mich as manuals, external antennas, carrying straps, etc. need to he procured
and dt livered in parallel with the l:rime equipment."-

Command and Control Information Processing
System, Military Airlift Command

Desert Storm has been called a logistics war."9 Indeed the logistics opera-
tions broke every logistics record set during- World War II, Korea, and Viet-
nam.91 It was a clear demonstration of' the focus of the Air Force: Global
Reach-Global Power. The cornerstone of this ability to project power quickly
is the airlift provided by the Military Airlift Command (MAC). In the first 30
days of buildup during Desert Shield, MAC strategic airlift flew over 2,000
missions delivering over 63,000 tons of cargo and 81,000 passengers to the
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theater.9 2 "By the cease fire, airlift had moved over 482,000 passengers and
513,000 tons of cargo."93

As impressive as this airlift is, the task of tracking all the passenger and
cargo movements was equally herculean. MAC urgently needed an automated
tracking system. The system under development to do this is the MAC com-
mand and control information processing system (MAC C2 IPS). The acquisi-
tion strategy calls for an evolutionary approach involving three increments. It
provides MAC's lower echelcns, command of airlift forces, airlift control cen-
terF, airlift control elements, and the airlift unit or wing with automated
airlift maaagement and message handling.9 4

On 5 September 1990, the commander in chief, Military Airlift Command
(CINCMAC) notified the Air Force program executive officer that "I need this
capability now, and I propose to take the necessary actions to allow Electronic
:ystems Division (ESD) to begin purchasing equipment as soon as the system
is ready to be fielded."'3 In response to this message, the Air Force program
executive officer for information management directed Electronics Systems
Division on 11 September 1990 to rapidly develop, and immediately deploy, a
limited information processing capability.96

The MAC command and control information processing system (HAVE IPS)
was designated to meet MAC's Desert Shield requirements. HAVE IPS was a
rapid development of a subset of tbe MIAC C2 IPS Increment I system. It
provides MAC's lower echelons with a capability to track aircraft and cargo
arrivals and departures. It monitors aircraft by tail number and includes the
number of passengers the aircraft carries, how many pallet positions are full,
and a description of the equipment carried (by the unit line number [ULNI).
The HAVE IPS system interfaces with Headquarters MAC tracking systems,
and, when fully implemented, will provide worldwide information on all MAC
aircraft and cargo in transit. 97

The HAVE IPS hardware was commercial-grade, existing equipment. This
was considered adequate because the MAC concept of operations was to oper-
ate in a normal, office-like environment with standard power and air condi-
tioning. Using commercial equipment would also minimize cost and schedule
for hardware design. The development effort, thus centered on software devel-
opment, both for system operation and interfacing with the existing Head-
quarters MAC tracking system. 9 e

Initial operational capability (IOC) for the Increment 1 for MAC C2 IPS was
scheduled fur the first quarter of 1991. However, the contractor was behind
schedule and the program office was considering sending the contractor a
delinquency notice. Tie contractorIs problems were a result of poor software
development practices and discipline. To meet the urgent airlift management
requirements, the program office began a high-risk effort to accelerate deliv-
ery of a portion of the Increment 1 software as ItAVE IPS. The fixed-price
development and production contracts were modified to do so.Y' The primary
method tie contractor used to comnpress the schedule wais the deletion of'
computer softwarc configuratioi it('fl i( .... 1.est i 'l.This ;rapproactl proved
to he fraught with problnmi:;.
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The system was delivered to "10 locations in CONUS, Europe, and Saudi
Arabia. Four systems were deployed in fixed bases and 6 deploy:ible nodes
were set up under field conditions."'0 1 The six nodes experienced iiistallation
and hardware problems because air conditioning and .3tandard power were
not available. An additional five locations in-theater uid not receive HAVE
IPS due to the limited availability of communications media in-theater.10 2

There were three attempts to deliver Lhe HAVE H'S software. The hard-
ware was shipped -o Saudi Arabia in December 1990, and the initial attempt
to install the software was made in January 1991. it did not perform satisfac-
torily. The contractor returned to troubleshooting and recoding, and installed
the software again in March 1991. This time, performance was considered
marginally effective; its poor performance was partly due to inadequate con-
figuration management of the existing Headquarters MAC tracking system.
HAVE IPS was once again returned to recoding and testing, and, after having
been brought up to specifications, was finally delivered in July and August
1991, to support redeployment effobrts.3103

Lessons Learned

Software Acquisition

Software development requires a disciplined development process such as
that defined by the Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie-Mellon Univer-
sity. The progranm office had accomplished several software audits and had
identified the contractor as having an immature software development proc-
ess. The immature software development process resulted in numerous prob-
lems-problems not expected from a developer using a quality process.104l

Despite compressed schedules resulting from an urgent need, software ue-
-.elopment must follow the principles described in Dep;trtment of Defense
Standard 2167A (I)ODS 2167A), Defense System Software Development. III
the HAVE IPS program, the testing and documentation requijenients of
DOI)S 2167A were not consistently applicd. For HAVEt IlS, comtputer svytem
configuration item (CSCI testing was eliminated in order to compress the
software development schedule. T'his comnpounded thze contractor's develop-
mnei,. problems. As a r'ýsult, problems. were not discovered ulti i tei nodes
were installed in Saudi Arabia. For exnmple, imjor il te rfitce proble tls be-
tween IIAVE I!' and its parent systeili resulted in nomreceipi of required
data, making the systcnmi usablle. II addition, ii sufficiutnt docm 1ientat ionl
resulted in a lack of t.raceability for tr oubl isl Uotin 4Il:)

lThe MAC C2 IPS progralll office was directed by tile Air Forc: lProgram
Executive Office to field ItAVE IPS. TI,'l MAC C' II'S office i)de,:tified the
fielding as "very hiigh risk" due to pasl. contractor p-e foi.a11ace. 'I Iw progriell

office attnil)ted to fie-ld the system without thlorough iiit,'gratior :,d te.tidlg,
resulting in Ith II( devery of a flawed :vst em. oily vthrouglt eXleli\e I ',ti:g (
and recodilig wa:, ai ,qnpritional l.,ystein tii tlly deli\end. 1'
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Contracting

The fixed-price contract hindered the contractor's effort. 107 The contractor
wanted to implement the lowest cost, fastest solution to problems. These
tended to be quick, temporary patches rather than an understanding and cor-
rection of the real cause. The program office avoided a potential adversarial
relationship with the contractor by assisting his development effort 108 A cost-
reimbursement contract would probably have enabled the program office to
avoid these difficulties. Time-sensitive efforts to support future war or other
contingencies should use cost reimbursement contracts whenever possible.

Tactical Digital Facsimile

Just as it is difficult to imagine a modern: peacetime military planning
office without a facsimile machine, so it is with depioyed units. The system
that provided this capability for Operation Desert Storm was the tactical
digital facsimile (TDF) portion of the intratheater imagery transmission sys-
tm (IITS). This rugged fax unit gave Air Force and Marine units in Opera-
Hinn D)esrt Storm high-cpialitv imanimw for immdiate intelligence analysis;
mission planning, aircrew orientation, and battle damage assessment.10 9

The IITS is made up of cwo units: the interface processor for imagery
exchange (IPIX) and the TDF.110 The TDF is ruggedized to full military
standards and is capable of secure transmission. The TDF interfaces with the
military's digital troposcatter radio terminals, which gives it. worldwide can-
nectivity.111 Because it sends and receives image data in 16 shades of grey
with a resolution of 200 lines per inch, it provides better resolution than
commercial machines. This is useful for reconnaissance photography and
maps. It operates on any power source: batteres, generators, or commercial
electricity.112 The TDF primarily t.ransmitted imagery intelligence directly to
fighting units. It was a timely and secure way to update target folders with
information and imagcry on terrain, routes, headings, and threats-the kinds
of things pilots have to know to survive.11" In addition, the TDF can operate
independently as a secure fax machine. With the IPIX, it can forwaid data to
more than one user at. a time or store it for transmission at a later time. 114

At the start of Desert Shield, no IrTS units had been delivered to field
units. That changed in short order, however, as TAC began accepting units
within three days. During the early phases of that operation, the TDF' was the
oily secure form of communication available to sonic units.115 By the end of'
the war, 105 units had been deployed and used in the Persian Gulf theater. 116

Because the uTDF had been fielded so quickly, there had bee,' no operator or
maintenance training prioi to the deployment. The program office provided
some training to deployed units over the telephone. They also put tog,.ther a
training teai and provided somne on :dite traminig at ]teadtquorters TAC. Lan-
gley Ai"B, Virginia.
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Lessons Learned

Program offices should plan for the possible use of their systems during a
contingency before development and fielding are complete. Tho program direc-
tor ^or intelligence and C3CM systems addressed some of the logistics and
support concerns:

In writing systems requirements and planning for system development, make pro-
visions for the possibility of the prototype being called upon to support a conitin-
gency operation. For example, provide for portability, militarization, ruggedization,
war readiness support kits (WRSK), and blue-suit maintenance early-oni. 1

17

This planning for early use should also include provisions for training of the
system operators. Capt Mike Ott, the prog-am manager for TDF, described
their experience during Desert Storm.

Because the TDFs were deployed so quickly and months ahead of schedule, somen
troops didn't know what to do with them .... Luckily our office was able to give
instructions over the phone, and word of its performance spread quickly. 1"'

The recommendation to plan for premature use of a system in combat in-
cludes the need to plan for contractor involvement. As with several other
developmental systems deployed to the Gulf', IITS contractors helped support
the svysterms' s In an Rilifinn to contractual proiiorr nsne ,ddressingc epr r1a ent-,n-f
of civilian contractors to hazardous situations, the program office needs to
plan for the costs that will accompany such work. "Associated costs include
normal dislocation bonus, per diem, hazardous bonus supplements, and com-
pensation to the employer for life insurance costs incurred by the con-,-
pany."1,19

Teamwork was once again cited as making a significant contribution to the,1
accomplishments of the IITS program during Desert Storm. "I personally
believe the greatest lesson from Desert Storm was the power of teamwork,"
said Captain Sorrells, program manager for IPIX. "We did in a couple of
months what it takes many programs years to accomplish.120 ,
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Chapter 5

New Systems Developed for Desert Storm

This is the last chapter about individual accelerated acquisition programs.
It focuses on those new capabilities that were developed and delivered to
support the Desert Storm effort. The three programs highlighted all capital-
ized on the use of existing and commercial equipment to reduce design and
development time. We begin with a look at the system that received much
renown during the final days of the war, the GBU-28 "smart bomb".

GBU-28

The GBU-28 was one of the shining stars of accelerated acquisition pro-
grams during Desert Storm. It is a true testament to the teamwork and spirit
of the people who developed it.

Designed to penetrate hardened targets, GBU-28 not only performed its
mission flawlessly, it was developed, tested, fielded, and employed in only six
weeks. The GBU-28 is a laser-guided, conventional, hard target penetrator-

weighing about 4,700 lbs.2 Its fast-track development did not allow time for
the design of new hardware. Consequently, it is an aggregate of components
used in other munitions. It uses the guidanc- kit of the GBU-27, the tail
assembly of the GBU-10, the fuze of the BLU-109, and the GBU-24 nose
adapter. The body is made from scrap Army gun barrcls2

The story of the GBU-28 begins in September 1990 just one month after
the start of Desert Shield. At that time, intelligence reports showed that. we
did not have a weapon that could penetrate Iraqi hardened bunkers and
aircraft shelters.4

Munitions developers at Eglin AFB, Florida, started looking at various
designs. At that time, design size was restricted to the size of the F-117A bay.
None of the designs considered in the fall of 1990 was able to provide a
significant increase over the existing BLU-109, or else they were considered to
take too long to field. Shortly after the air war began, the allies achieved air
superiority. This opened the dooi for expanding available delivery aircraft to
non-stealth fighters and bombers like the F-15E and the F-I 1 IF. Without the
size constraint of the F-117A bay, engineers wete able to design a much larger
bomb with tremendous penetration capability. By tbe end of January 1991,
the preliminary bomb design was created.)
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The real impetus came in January 1991 when "the assistant secretary of'
the Air Force for acquisition issued a call to industry for ideas about how to
defeat hard targets."6 The Air Force received about eight concepts in response.
On 8 February, Headquarters TAC forwarded two of the most viable concepts
to Eglin AFB for review and recommendations]

Since hard target penetration is a function of weight, speed, and cross-sec-
tion, the developers knew they needed a bomb larger than anything in the
inventory.8 The search began for a material large enough and strong enough
to make the bomb body. One of the contractors (a retired soldierI suggested
using scrap Army gun barrels. He knew that. at Watervliet Arsenal, New
York, there was an available supply of barrels made from the same hardened
steel as existing BLU-109 penetrators. Enthusiastic cooperation by the Army
made them available. The Army machined the gun barrels into bomb bodies
at the Watervliet Arsenal. 9

Meanwhile, on Saturday morning, 9 February, several other organizations
at Eglin began their evaluations of the contractor proposals. The program
office began working directly with the Headquarters TAC battle staff'." The
Tactical Air Warfare Center and the 4486 Fighter Weapons Squadron began
formulating operational concepts and evaluating proposals. On 12 February
1991 !, th Wrightk ILaboratory !!igTh-EWpnosivc Research ind Derveop~ment f-ai!d-

ity was told that "something big" was coining. The explosives lab immediately
started making tritonal explosive peliets.11

By 14 February 1991, the development planning office was able to brief Lt
Gen T. A. Baker, vice commander, Headquarters Tactical Air Command
(Headquarters TAC/CV) on alternative designs. General Baker picked the
GBU-28. By 16 and 17 February 1991, the first two penetrator shells arrived
at Eglin from Watervliet Arsenal, 12 flown in by the 109th Tactical Airlift
Group, a New York Air National Guard C-130 unit.1 j

Finally on 20 February 1991, the vice chief of staff of the Air Force, Gen
J, in M. Loh, signed a message giving the program office program manage-
ment direction to proceed and designating the GBU-28 program as a Rapid
Response Program.14 On 22 February 1991, the F-111F was chosen as the
primary carrier. Flight test rehearsal and technical order verification were
conducted the very next day. The following day, 24 February 1991, the first
and only operational flight test was conducted at Tonopah Trest llange. TIe
penetration capabilities shown in the test exceeded requirem,:nts. The last
test event, the sled test, was done on 26 February 1991 at Ilolo1man AFB,
New Mexico. This same day, two GBU-26s were shipped to Saudi Arabia.
When placed in their shipping containers, they were still warm from the
pouring of the explosives.'

The real test came on 27 February 1991, the last day of the fightiig in the
desert, in the first operational use of the GBU-28. Th . bomb hit its target
precisely, penetrated successfully, and destroyed an Ira.li comnaind and coni-
munications bunk,ffr.l Had the fighting continued, the G(ih-J-28 wmuld surely
have achieved mud: more famne
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All of this may sound like a true rapid acqu;sition success story. It contains.,
some of the classic features of an efficient and effective team: visibility and
support from the very highest levels of the organization, and motivated and
skilled team members doing what needs to be done. The users got what they
wanted, got it very quickly indeed, and it worked. But even this program had
some problems.

The primary problem of the GBU-28 development program seemed to be
funding. Funding is needed in order to issue a legal contract, and adequate
funding was not available at the start of the development program in Febru-
ary. Lt Col Bill Borchardt describes the probleno from the contracting officer's
perspective.

On 14 Feb 91, a joint message from HQ USAF,'XO[LE, SAF/AQ, and TAC/CV
(141803Z Feb 91) directed us to design, develop, fabricate, and deliver this critical
weapon. The same message directed Iprogram management direction] PMD and
financial support. The contracte.rs proceeded at their own risk and were nervously
calling Wl/MNK daily for status on contractual direction and funding. The critical
subcontractor Iwas] also working at his own risk. Bloth the prime contractor and the
critical subcontractor feared that the war would end and they would not bc reirn-
bursed for their work. Due to a non-receipt of funding and desperate to keep the
project alive, Wright Laboratory Armament Directorate gathered unobligated funds
in order to provide 20% of the [not-to-exceedi NTE amount and issue the contrac-
tual document on 22 Feb 91.17

An Air Force official Major Wright ctescribed what happened: "We issued two
contract actions on separate days, one for development and another for pro-
duction.""8 The funding was finally received from SAF on 26 February 1991,29
the same day the completed bombs left for Saudi Arabia and just one day
before the fighting ended,

Lessons Learned

Teamwork! The team that Major Wright led is a sterling example of coop-
eration, cohesion, and commitment. They worked together flawlessly. Coordi-
nation of their efforts was superb. They were able to schedule work
aggressively, using a highly concurrent schedule. They perfbrmed some tasks
simultaneously, and sometimes even anticipated each others' requirements.
For example, the test organization started planning the test program as soon
the GBU-28 was chosen by TAC as the preferred alternative. The laboratory
started gathering materials upon advance notice from the program office.211

Another important factor in this smooth coordination OF ef'ort was the
collocation of research, development, test, and evaluation !'unctions dt Egli111.21
Eglin AFB is unique among Air Force Air Materiel Command bases in having
test ranges and operational test units right there.

TIh use of niondevelopinental items is al efficient v.ay to get critical, effec-
tive systenlis to tl e te1 d fast. For the GIU-28, the team used existing conlpo-
nents TO m1inkiize dev1/ 0elol)flellt t1li-, ris1, cost, ;111d Support reqi Iirc(icnts.
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The decision that directs a development program to proceed must also
provide funding direction, even if that direction is to redistribute funds inter-
nal to the development organization. The GBU-28 was, in essence, a new start
and had no source of funding. The laboratories were forced to redirect funds
from other programs, which may now have to reschedule or scale back their
other work. The fact that the contractor proceeded at his own risk while a
source of funding was located is a testament to his patriotic commitment. He
should not have been put in that position. The rapid response program should
be institutionalized and streamlined, and clearly address funding.

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program and
Rapid Deployment Imagery Terminal

The Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) is basking in the
warm sunshine of a successful acquisition in support of Desert Storm. Its
High Gear project for the development and delivery of a highly mobile termi-
nal swept through the acquisition processes like a strong, determined breeze.

DMSP provides visual and infrared satellite data for weather information
for military users. At least two DMSP satellites are required in sun-synchro-
nous orbits to provide 24-hour weather coverage. One satellite provides the
early morning and early evening information, while the other covers midday
and midevening. Four fixed-command readout stations provide for mission
data recovery. The most recent configuration of sensors on the Block 5D-2
satellites assist weather forecasters in determining storm intensity. These
sensors can also measure wind speeds over the ocean and estimate rain over
land. In addition, a series of mobile ground stations at several fixed and
deployed location:, and on ships provide real-time weather information to
military users worldwide.22

These existing mobile ground stations have some mobility con'straints. They
require a C-130 to transport them, so getting them to remote locations is not
an easy task. In addition, the normal ground crew consists of 25 people, again
not a trivial group to move and support.2 3 For Ihe Air Weather Service (AWS),
the problems posed by these constraints came to the fore in the early days of
Desert Shield. AWS was tasked to support massive numbers of combat forces
in a distant and remote location, the Saudi Arabian peninsula. The crisis
highlighted the need for a simple, lightweight, and rapidly deployable, direct-
readout weather information terminal that could be used immediately."4 Thus
the concept of the rapid deployment imagery terminal (RDIT) was born. The
RDIT that was ultimately developed and fielded fits iii the back of a high
mobility multipurpise wheeled vehicle (IIMMWV) for easy movement to re-
mote and rugged locations and requires only two people to operate it." That
is quite an improvement over the original mobile ground terminals.

The story of RDIT really begaii on 12 September 1990. That was when Air
Weather Serv*,ce sent a messagu to the Military Airlift Command conimander,
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Gen Hansford Johnson, identifying the immediate requirement for a light-
weight, rapidly deployable DMSP imagery-receiving capability. 26 To -citerate
the urgency, General Johnson forwarded the request to Gen Ronald Yates, the
commander of Air Force Systems Command. In coordination with the pro-
gram executive officer for space, Brig Gen Gary Schnelzer, General Yates
designated the RDIT project as a High Gear project on 15 October 1990,
barely a month after the original identification of the need.27 Being a High
Gear project would give RDIT emphasis and visibility, and also give it some
priority as it navigated the sometimes stormy waters of acquisition.

The DMSP system program office (SPO) immediately formed a tiger team
to accomplish the acquisition. The team was headed by Capt Kenneth G.
Mims, of the DMSP system program office's operations and ground systems
division. Technical experts, contracting people, and representatives from AWS
and from Air Force Logistics Command were integrated on the team. They
simultaneously developed technical, contracting, test and operations, and
maintenance strategies.2 8 Lt John Wade, a member of the team, describes
their activities.

To effectively compress these myriad activities, a three-person High Gear subteam
emerged and assumed overall day-to-day management and oversight responsibili-
ties . . . The subteam . . . brainstormed ideas, divided the work and delegated
appropriate tasks to other team members. To do this, they analyzed everything
first, eliminating or postponing tasks deemed unnecessary or unimportant. They
also made sure that, where possible, all important tasks were worked in parallel
and were given highest priority by the responsible parties."•

The acquisition strategy chosen had two primary components: a technical
strategy and a contracting strategy. The technical approach involved develop-
ing evaluation criteria and analyzing trade-offs based on user requirements,
cost, and schedule. Using these criteria, the team selected four existing and
prototype commercial systems from a larger pool of available systems. Several
team members witnessid demonstrations of these four. Based on their obser-
vations, the team identified two of the four systems as meeting most of the
user requirements and as most likely to be delivered on schedule and within
budget.3' The technical strategy also included a "fly-off' competition: both
units would be operationally tested. The winner would be awarded a further
production contract.31

Because of the urgent need for the RD1T by AWS, the contracting strategy
chosen was to issue a sole-source contract. To speed up the contracting proc-
ess, letter contracts were issued to Harris Corporation and SeaSpace Com-
pany. They specified 31 January 1991 as the delivery date for two units per
contractor. Both contracts also included options for maintenance support and
for production of five more terminals. 32

While the acquisition stritegy was being implemented, some of the mem-
bers of the tiger team focused on identift'ing an appropriate training and
testing site. They chose White Sands Missile, Range, New Mexico. It offered a
desert-like environmemt, and direct support by the US Army Atmospheric
Sciences Laboratory (ASL). The tiger team and ASI, communicated daily,
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working out every detai! of the training and test plans and their schedules.
The results of this teamwork came when the operational testing sailed along
smoothly.,'

The Harris unit was delivered to the test location in January 1991 to begin
operator training and operational testing. By the end of the first full week of
February, less than three months after the contract was awarded, the train-
ing had ended and testing had begun. Testing was done ar.uild-tle-clock and
was successfully completed four days later, on 7 February 1991, a full two
weeks ahead of schedule. The very next day, 8 February 1991, the I'arris unit
was shipped to the Gulf.:4 Based on the results of training, operational test-
ing, and initial user feedback, on 15 February, the SPO exercised the option
on the Harris contract for production and maintenance of five additional
units.35

The Harris unit arrived in the Gulf on 18 February and was operational in
time to support the offensive ground operations that began on 23 Feubruary.:";

By early March 1991, the SeaSpace unit had completed testing and arrived
in the theater. It supported continuing ground operations. Together, these two
terminals provide an interim capability until the more rugged and mobile
system, called the Metcorological Satellite Small Tactical Terminal, can he
developted."

These successful operations herald ••n imp)ortant benchmark: the first Itigh
Gear project to deliver operational capability to a user. Brig Gen John Kelly,
the Air Force director of weather, summarized the pro;.;:'am: "Our I{l)IT is a
true success story. From start to finish, it took just four months from an idea
to deployed hardware in Saudi Arabia. I{I)T met our need and lperformei
as advert ised W•e're If tigh Gear fans.",

Lessons Learned

Team work

It is essential to ensu ,'c early and continued communication with all iri ni-
zations that are involved with some aspect of 0I' acquisition and deplv,ynert
of the system. The RDlF teamn encountered s0ome problems ]iV finis a.-ca Al-
though the project teaiii worked tmard to identifv and coinniunicat with all
major supporting agencies th rouglhl(ot the RID)IT acqiisiti m, s(),ne of the
smaller organizations were left (t t of Ilie coordination trocen:s. lThe(: tea m then
faced delays an d technical prohl e)rmi thIat could have been avoidted.•'1

Early defense plant rep)resentative office (I)1 11 ) ivol'vllec11e ensurecd a
solid technical performance tillrouglioUt the acquisiti mov

Acquisition Strategy/Risk Management

The use of contractor ot-tIle-shelI mid nond(-ehopniem it af i'tenlis :C( ?( )'fSN 1)1)
as a starting point minimized both dvevlopmnent tinic anid ri.], It also pr'o-
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vided a solid base for effective contractor logistics support of training and
maintenance at minimum price.

The fly-off acquisition strategy enabled the program office to understand
thoroughly the technology available at the start of the procurement, thereby
minimizing technical and schedule risk.41

Concur-ency can be an effective tool for accelerating acquisitions. Essential
ingredients to its success are cooperation and teamwork by all participants
and an acquisition strategy that addresses the ris]-s of a concurrent program.

Contracting

If the contracting strategy is streamlined by using undefinitized letter con-
tracts for urgent and compelling reasons, then the postaward process should
be streamlined as well. The RDIT project team got bogged down trying to
definitize the letter contracts; they still had to go through the usual lengthy
proposal and evaluation process. 42

Program Management

Ensuring prugram management directive (PMD) coverage is important.43

The PMD provided direction for the program office to procure and deliver a
small tactical terminal, which was occurring under thc Meteorological Satel-
lite Small Tactical Terminal (METSAT STT) project. Both the user (AWS) and
the program office viewed RDIT as an interim small tactical terminal capabil-
ity, and thus considered it covered by the PMD. During a program review of
the METSAT STT, however, Mr Jack Welch, the undersecretary of defense for
acquisition, objected. Immediately following that meeting, the PMD was re-
vi sed to address the RDIT. RDIT was subsequently designated a High Gear
project.

44

Multiman Intermittent Cooling System

Imagine the searing heat of a hot sumrn-w day in the deserts of the Persian
Gulf region. Imagine trying to work orn . aircraft during that heat. Now
imagine wearing a chemical protection suit while working on an aircraft in
the desert heat. That was the problem Dr Robert J. Reyes, who heads the air
base operability division at the Human Systems Division at Brooks AFB,
Texas, had to solve. What he developed is the multiman intermittent cooling
system, Or MICS. 45

The MICS is a cooling unit for people wearing chemical gear. It consists Uf a
series of hoses and adapters that connect a C-10 flightline air conditioning
unit to vests worn underneath the chemical suit. One MICS can cool up to 10
people. Two MICS can run from one C-20 cooling unit, cooling up to 20 people
at a time.46

Even before the start of Desert Shield, the USAF School of Aerospace Medi-
cine (USAFSAM) was looking at cooling vests. Dr Reyes explains:
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The closed loop water vest, a system used by NASA, was very popular at that time
because water looked like a more attractive approach-the cooling capacity of water
is greater. But the Army had developped an air vest, which is now being used in the
M-1 tank for continuous cooling of four men to a unit.47

Both vests were tested, yielding about equal results. The air vest had sev-
eral advantages, however. People liked the air vest better because it was more
like natural cooling. It also provided cooling to the face mask of the chemical
ensemble, something the water vest did not. In addition, the air was fielded,
"one size fit all, and the air vest was 10 times more economical."4"

Next came the search for an air conditioning unit. Dr Reyes' team found
that the C-10 air conditioning unit is standard equipment on the flightline.
The next task was to develop an adapter to hook the MICS up to the flightline
air conditioners. The Human Systems Program Office, in coordination with Dr
Reyes' office, took on the task of designing, fabricating, and testing the adapt-
er.49 By this time, San Antonio Air Logistics Center agreed to manage the
item. They required Level III engineering drawings so thr the system could
be easily manufactured. Just about the time the design and the drawings
were complete, Desert Shield began. The production contract for the MICS
was awarded to Fairchild Aircraft Corporation. To meet the urgent need, they
worked round-the-clock operations. Several hundred vests were delivered and
used in the field by the end of Operation Desert. St.orm.

Lessons Learned

The MICS made good use of nondevelopmental items to reduce their devel-
opment cost and time. Both the air conditioning unit and the air vest were
already developed and fielded. Only the adapter needed to be developed and
manufactured in order to meet Air Force operational scenarios.

Once again, teamwork paid dividends. The words of Capt Thomas Sterle of
the Human Systems Program Office state it nicely

The other payoffs are that we showed that we are responsive to our userz' needs
and we respond quickly. And this showed our close coordination with the other
services. . . . It. was inspiring to see the cooperation and teamwork achieved among
HSD, Kelly and Fairchild people in fielding MICS .... People from vastly different
organizations worked well despite the pressure of the accelerated schedule."'
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Chapter 6

Lessons Learned
An Evaluation. of Acquisition Processes

Used to Support Desert Storm

Although the experiences of individual program offices as well as their
specific contributions to Desert Storm varied widely, several trends and les-
sons emerge. In many areas, established acquisition processes were con-
firmed. In some areas, however, shortcomings and opportunities for
improvement were identified. The following discussion highlights the signifi-
cant lessons learned from across the command.

Planning

Formal planning to support contingency operations should be accomplished
on several levels: at the command headquarters and at the program office, as
well as within the Program Executive Officer organization.

e Air Force Materiel Command should plan for the use of developmental
syst ,ms during contingencies.

* Programs that are eligible for deplyoyment should plan for contractor
support and support of contractors.

At the command level, Ile, iquarters AFMC should create an annex for the
use of developmental and new systems during contingency operations in their
war and contingency support plan. It should identify those systems in the
production and deployment phase that could be used during a war. This list
should be updated annually. For all systems identified in the Headquarters
AFMC plan, the program office should establish more detailed plans (sce
below). Headquarters AFMC should further work with the using commands to
establish plans for the beddown and support of deployed product support
teams. (See Product Support, below.)

In the program office, contingency support plans should be established no
later than the start of low-rate initial production. This should be done by both
government and contractor and can be done as part of the production plans.
The plan should identify risks of going to war with immature weapons sys-
tems. The plan should identify shortfalls: subsystems, qualification testing.
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integration, spares, quantities, repair capabilities, and WRSK. It should ad-
dress spares, training, contractor, and depot support. The program office plan
should also contain a war and mobilization section that specifically names
team members who would deploy to provide operations and logistics support
to the system in-theater. This section should address the training and use of
individual mobilization augmentees (IMA) from the Air Force Reserve. The
plan should lay out team support requirements, to include communications
with the program office, operations procedures, protective gear and training,
and in-country and family support. These requirements must. be coordinated
with the operating command. .

Lastly, the provisions of the contingency plan must be reflected in tha
contract. This can take the form of options or clauses, such as the wa:'ranty
and logistics support clauses used by the LANTIRN program. There nmust be
provisions for funding procedures, production hardware loan/payback pToce-
dures for wartime support, and maintenance and -upport of the system. Addi-
tional compensation and insurance for contractor members of the product
support team may need to be addressed.

Product Support

When the acquisition of a system is accelerated to participate in a contin-
gency such as Desert Storm, there may be insufficient time to plan and ac-
quire the support for that system. Air Force technicians may riot have much
experience with the new system or may not be fully trained. Technical orders
may still be in the preliminary stage. Spare parts may not yet be fully
stocked. If any of these conditions exist, extraordinary measures will need to
be taken for the new system to meet its wartime commitment. These prob-
lerms were encountered during Desert Storm and resulted in the following
lessons.

* Product support teams made significant contributiois to the operations
and maintenance of systems deployed before reaching full operational capabil.
ity.

* For systems that had riot reached full operational capability, contractor
direct maintenance and operations assistance in-theater often made the dif-
ference between a mission-capable system and a down system.

* Low spares levels of new or developmental systems need special atten-
tion and handling in order to meet mission requirements.

The F-15E, LANTIRN, and J-STARS programs deployed product support
teams (PST) to the theater of operations. The PSTs worked closely with sys-
tem maintainers and helped expedite the movement and repair of the limited
spare parts. Prime contractors' field service representatives from all three
programs were particularly valuable members of the PSTs. They were able to
perform some repairs that were beyond the capability of base-level mainte-
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nance because of their design and test experience with those systems. In
addition, they performed many critical maintenance and operations support
tasks, including depot maintenance tasks that were beyond the capability of'
the Air Force's base-level maintainers. The LANTIRN contractors also clari-
fied technical order procedural items in both aircrew and maintenance manu-
als and designed procedural enhancements and workarounds to alleviate an
intermittent problem in the immature built-in test. The contractors are cred-
ited with preventing the loss of numerous combat sorties.

Contractor support of the J-STARS in-theater was even more extensive and
critical. Because the system was still four or five years away from its initial
operational capability when it deployed, the Air Force's ability to maintain
and operate the system was extremely limited. The contractor maintained the
aircraft., and a number of the key positions on the mission crew were manned
by contractors. They also provided Joint STARS with an on-site engineering
capability which perfected the operational software.

Just as new, immature systems will have limited operations and mainte-
nance experience, so are they likely to have insufficient spare parts. The
initial purchase of spares may not yet be complete. Also, the higher failure
rate of an immature system may draw more heavily on the available stock.
When such a system is deployed to war, the demand rate will increase and
exacerbate the situation. The F-15E and LANTIRN PSTs wcrc able to handle
these problems by establishing direct communications links between the de-
ployed location and the program office. They were able to expedite spares
deliveries from either the development contractor or the air logistics center.
In addition, in-theater contractors were able to perform some re')airs that
obviated the need to draw upon the strained transportation and supply sys-

ý.j tems.
The spares situation for J-STARS was even more critical. Because the sys-

ter was still in the engineering and manufacturing development phase of
development, it did not yet have an established depot or supply base. While
the users were able to capitalize on commercial .3upport for the Boeing 707 in
Europe and AWACS support in-theater, vendor support for unique items was
extremely limited. In addition, unique items were not yet listed in the govern.-
ment supply system. This caused problems in tracking and expediting their
delivery because the transportation system had no way to track them. Special

manual handling was provided by both contractor and military personnel.

Acquiisition Planning/Risk Management

The challenge tu acquisition ma)agers during Desert Shield/Desert Storm
was to provide urgently needed combat capability quickly while still keeping
their costs under control. The methods used were tried-and-true techniques
that once again pyoved their value We affirmed the following acquisition
acceleration proce.-ses.
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* Use of fly-off, nondevelopmental items, and contractor-off-the-shelf items
(NDI/COTS) reduces technical risk, cost, and schedule.

e Negotiating a not-to-exceed (NTE) price minimizes the cost risk of a
fast-track modification to support a contingency.

@ Concurrency remains an effective tool for accelerating acquisitions, but it
must b2 managed carefully to ensure adequate coordination between activi-
ties.

Several of the pi ograms that accelerated their acquisitions to support De-
sert Storm employed techniques commonly usid to minimize risk in normal
acquisitions. NDI/COTS equipment is equipment that has already been de-
signed and produced by a manufacturer. Some of the programs that used
NDI/COTS include the multiman intermittent cooling system, the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), and the GBU-28. Since NDI/COTS
does not require new developmental engineering work by the contractor, the
teclnicai difficulties that can sometimes accompany that type of work are
thus avoided, in other words, the technical risk is reduced.

It is important to note that the principle of low technical risk associated
with NDIICOTS items applies only when no or little developmental work is
required. If significant developmcntal work is required, such as the software

+,t-.a•-- -;"r -of several pieces of NDI/COTS hardware in the case of the HAVE

IPS program, technical risk may 1,e high.
Returning to the use of NDI/COTS equipment, because !hese iLerns have

already been produced, the contractor has actual data ahout the manufactur-
ing costs and schedule. The task of negotiating a fair and equitable price for a
quantity of these items is thus a relatively simple one. The contractor also has
actual production schedule data. The cost and schedule risk to both the gov-
ernment and the contractor associated with such a negotiation is low.

An additional benefit of using NDIICOTS equipment is that it provides a
solid base for effective logistics support, training, and maintenance at mini-
mum price. It is likely that the conLractor has already provided these or
similar services to previous customers and, again, has actual cost data upon
which to base negotiations with the government.

Another way to minimize technical risk is to use a fly-off acquisition strat-
egy. The DMSP program successfully used this technique. After narrowing
the field of potential bidders down to two, the government required that each
contractor build a unit and deploy it to Saudi Arabia for demonstration, test,
and actual field use. Thus the technology was proven. Nothinig was inadver-
tently overlooked, as can sometimes happen in a laboi atory or test environ-
ment. Based on the results of these real field activities, the final selection was
made.

While all these efforts may serve well to define and limit the technical risks
of a fast-track program, limiting the cost risk imust also be addressed. One
method that has been frequently used is the fixed-price contract. The govern-
ment knows what the cost will be; the risk is left to the contractor. Hie must
manage his costs in such a way that he will have a profit when all the work is
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done. But, as is discussed in the contracting section below, this approach can
inhibit the contractor's efforts. This may not be tolerable in a contingency
situation that requires the best technical solution.

A cost reimbursement contract may be the better approach, especially when
a way to limit cest risk is used. This is exactly what the J-STARS program
office did. It established a not-to-exceed price for the undefinitized contract
effort that defined the deployment. In addition, it issued a contract change
addressing the cost and schedule impact to the development contract. This
was accomplished with a bilateral change order that included both an NTE
price impact and an NTE schedule delay. Thus the J-STARS program office
defined and limited its cost and schedule risk for both the support of Desert
Storm and the continuation of the program once the contingency was over.

Another tried and true method of compressing an acquisition schedule is
the use of concurrent schedules. Both the GBU-28 and DMSP programs relied
heavily on this technique. Essential to the successful use of concurrency is
teamwork by all participants and an acquisition strategy that addresses the
risks of a concurrent program. Both teamwork and risk management have
been discussed above. The same principles apply when conducting concurrent
activities.

Contracting

In general, contractors responded enthusiastically to our urgent needs to
field and support systems for the Desert Storm war effort. The type of con-
tract chosen to support a contingency operation, however, can affect the qual-
ity of the contractors' efforts. In general, a fixed-price contract can restrain
their efforts while a cost reimbursement contract can free them to concentrate
on their best technical work. These considerations arc important in a contin-
gency because there may riot be time for rework and retesting. The lessons
can be stated as follows:

e Fixed price contracts can impede working relationships and contractor
effectiveness.

"* Cost reimbursement contracts worked well.
"* The production contract should define the contractor's role and responsi-

bilities in case the system is used in war before initial fielding is complete.
e A warranty clause and an interim contractor support clause for depot

support can ensure the rapid return and repair of spare components. These
clauses should be considered on production contracts that plan for the support
of contingency.

Tte impact of contract type was experienced by the HAVE IPS and J-
S'ýARS programs. HAVE IPS used a fixed-price contract for both their basic
and accelerated efforts. As a result, when the contractor ran into problem'+, le
wanted to implement dhe lowest cost, fastest solution to problems. These
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tended to be quick, temporary patches rather than a complete understanding
and correction of the real cause. This could have brought about an adversarial
relationship with the program office. Program office people avoided that situ--
ation by assisting the contractor in his development effort.

The J-STARS program, on the other hand, found that the cost reimburse-
ment feature of the deployment contract change fostered a close working
relationship between the contractor and government personnel. Their basic
development contract was a fixed-price contract, and the contractor was in an
overrun situation (i.e., the cost to the contractor was higher than the negoti-
ated price of the contract). Contractors in this situation sometimes use less
than optimal problem-solving techniques. Th2 cost reimbursement structure
for deployment allowed the contractor to put aside financial concerns and
concentrate on providing needed capability to the war effort.

The CENTAF rapidly deployable integrated command and control system
(RADIC) also had a positive experience with the cost reimbursement contract.
CENTAF's effort was to upgrade two existing RADIC units and to build one
more. Previous experience with the contractor on a fixed-price contract
showed that solving technical problems can be difficult because of the cost to
the contractor. The decision to avoid that situation and to use a cost reim-
bursenient contract during the war worked out well.

All of the programs cited above modified their contracts or awarded new
contracts to support contingency operations. It may be possible to structure
the basic contract to provide this support. Modifications or additional con-
tracts may be unnecessary. (Refer to the discussion of planning in chapter 6.)
The production contract can define the contractor's role and responsibilities in
case of war before initial fielding is complete. This flexibility can be provided
in the form of priced options or clauses and should be part of the initial
acquisition strategy. It should address both personnel and equipment con-
cerns. Some contractors were reluctant to send field service representatives to
the deployed location until they had an appropriate contractual vehicle in
place that addressed their concerns about the hazards their people would
experience. Although that is a perfectly reasonable position for them to take,
it can delay effective support to combat operations.

Support and maintenance of the deployed system should also be addressed
in the production contract. The F-15 SPO used many undefinitized contract
actions (UCAs) to authorize such activities as borrowing production assets for
use as spares and to effecting certain aircraft modifications. UCAs expose the
government to uncontrolled contractor costs and can be a risky way of con-
ducting business. The LANTIRN SPO used a different approach. A warranty
clause and an interim contractor support clause for depot. support were al-
ready in place on the LANTIRN contract and were exercised to support the
war effort. They ensured the rapid return arid repair of spare components.
Clauses such as these should be considered on production contracts that plan
for the support of contingencies.
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Funding

During Desert Shield and Desert. Storm, funding of accelerated acquisitions
occurred in two ways: through internal reprogramming as in the High Gear
programs and through supplemental funding as with the Rapid Response pro-
gram and programs that received other direction. High Gear programns, such as
DMSP, understood that the ground rules called for redistribution of funds inter-
nal to the program; no new funds would be made available. Any unfunded
requirements created ly this diversion of funds would be addressed during nor-
mal budget request cycles. Althov gh there was no assurance of additional fund-
ing, at least the rules were clear. For other programs, such as J-STARS,
LANTIRN, and F-15E, the rules were not clear. The following lessons emerged.

* Funding procedures, especially for Rapid Response Process programs,
were generally confusing.

Program direction that directs the acceleration of a program to support
contingency requirements should address funding, even if the direction is to
reprogram funds internal to the program office.

Funding procedures for contingency procurements need to be clarified and
__t;ist1Uinnalized in the fnnrnnrnt 1rpclAtIfifnn nr imlcl stat.•prantg. At tho
very least, the decision that directs a development program to proceed with
deployment (either Rapid Response program or other direction) must also
provide funding direction, even if that direction is to redistribute funds inter-
nal to the development organization. The experience of the GBU-28 illustrates
the problem. Rapid Response programs like the GBU-28 were assured that
funding would be rmade available. For GBU-28, however, it was not available
in a timely fashion. Because of this, and because the GBU-28 was a new
program with no prior fundiri, to redistribute, the laboratories at Eglin AFB
were forced to redirect funds from other programs in ordei to award the
contract for production. Funding direction should accompany the direction to
proceed with the development.

Programs like J-STARS, LANTIRN, and F-15E were neither High Gear nor
Rapid Response programs. Their source of funding was not addressed with
their direction to support the operations in the desert. The result was confu-
sion and concern by SPO financial managers. They diverted research and
development dollars to the war effort. The FY91 Supplenm-'al Appropria-
tions, which provided funds after the conclusion of hosti .... , funded opera-
tions and maintenance only and did not reimburse R&D expenditures.

Production and Manufacturing

While American industries and technology made significant contributiojis
to the Desert Storm effort, it is important to keep in mind that their capacity
is not inflinite. In at least one case, Department of Defense requests exceeded
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a manufacturer's capacity. The lessons learned from Desert Storm can be

summarized as follows:

e The AF needs to maintain discipline when accessing contractors' produc-
tion capabilities.

* Cost reduction and efficiency measures that may be implemented in the
interest of the bottom line or as part of a total quality program could impact a
manufacturer's capability to support a surge in production.

The government needs to follow established procedures when accessing
contractor's production capabilities. Two problem areas were experienced by
programs accelerated to support operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
First, even though the program office is designated the single procuring agent
for programs in development, the GPS program encountered government vio-
lations of that principle. Some using organizations ordered and received GPS
receivers through their own contracts. Not only was this more costly to the
using organizations in ternis of unit cost and reduced warranty, it also caused
a problem for the program office because overall requirements exceeded pro-
duction capability. The ability to prioritize deliveries had been circumvented.

The second problem area resulted from government abuse of the F-15E
contractor's priority system. The F-15 chief of production confirmed that the
Desert Shield/Storm project code was misused. Some Air Force organizaiions
used Desert Storm as an opportunity to fix support problems not related to
the war. They requested expedited spares and repairs for lower priority oper-
ating units. The result was premnium effort being applied to noncritical activi-
ties. At a minimum, expedited requests cost more than routine request";. Over
the long run, if the contractor diverts his resources to problems not related to
the war effort, a negative impact on war-fighting capability can result.

The third manufacturing lesson is that cost reduction and efficiency measures
implemented in the interest of the bottom line or as part of a total quality program
should be examined in light of surge and other impact on war-fighting capability.
An example from the F-15E Desert Storm experience illustrates the point. Al-
though McDonnell Aircraft Company was responsive to goverunent requests, cost
reduction moves by McAir and by other industry leaders may have a negative
impact on future contingency spares support. McAir is acting to reduce manufac-
turing costs by switching to a just-in-time inventory. McAir has expressed the
concern that if that system, as well as other work-in-progress reductions, had been
in place, they would not have had enough assets to support Desert Storm require-
merits. The Air Force needs to ensure that incentives it provides contractors to
reduce their costs are balanced with wartime requirements.

Incremental Fielding

There is a school of thought within the acquisition community that advo-

cates incremental and early fielding of weapon systems os a way to get war-
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fighting capability into the hands of the users quickly and cost effectively.
Although this was not the plan when Desert Shield started, it is, in effect,
what happened for several programs.

The Joint STARS program, for example, was still in the engineering and
manufacturing development phase when it deployed. Although this deploy-
ment caused about a six-month slip in the schedule, the suppliers got a better
idea of what areas needed to be focused on during development, and the users
got a chance to examine and refine their operational concepts years before
they normally would. The information learned during the deployment was
also used for the adva;aced buy decision in January 1992. In addition, the
program office established the capability analysis program (CAP), which took
all of the inputs from the Desert Storm participants and compiled them into
various categories, considered whether they were already part of the FSD
program, part of the 3d Aircraft Program (follow-on FSD), or should be part of
the PIL

The DMSP rapid deployment imagery terminal (RDIT) program also
fielded a capability in what can be considered an incremental and early fash-
ion. Under their fly-off acquisition strategy, both the Harris and SeaSpace
units were test,_d and then used in the desert. This type of fly-off activity is
normally part of the demonstration and validation phase of acquisition. The
winner then moves forward into engineering and manufactturiig develop-
ment. The DMSP small RDIT terminals, however, were fielded immediately.
The results of this fielding and feedback from the user were then used to
determine further development and production activities from which the Me-
teorological Satellite Small Tactical Terminal (METSAT STT) can be devel-
oped. The RDIT program provides an interim capability until the METSAT
STT can be delivered. The user has been enthusiastic about this approach.

Two other programs, GBU-28 and LANTIRN, also benefited from their
early fielding. The GBU-28 program personnel learned valuable lessons and
demonstrated the concept that will be used in the development of a boosted
penetrator bomb. In addition, the GBU-28 has since been tested on the F-15,
and the Strategic Air Command has expressed an interest in acquiring such a
capability. Developers of the LANTIRN targeting pod will expand its opera-
tional concept as a result of its use in Desert Storm.

One way to implement the concept of incremental fielding is to schedule the
use of new systems during regular exercises while the program designers are
conducting developmental tests and evaluation. Exercises, such as Desert
Flag, Team Spirit, REFORGER, and Bright Star, could provide valuable op-
erationa! lessons in a wide variety of environments. This ear]y us,- of test or
prototype assets could impose additional cost and schedule risk because such
assets are usually in short supply. Damage to the assets could cause schedule
delays to the remainder of the test program while these assets are repaired or
replaced, with the attendant cost impact. The costs and benefits of this ap-
proach should be weighed during the initial structuring of a program and
should be considered during the acquisition strategy formulation.
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Software Acquisition

Software and computer systems are becoming an increasingly important part
of modem weapon systems. Because of that, it is imperative f, adhere to ac-
cepted software development procedures despite urgent schedult equirements.

The experience of several systems during Desert Storm illustrates the need
to follow proven and accepted software development principles, such as those
described in DODS 2167A. In the HAVE IPS program, the testing and docu-
mentation requirements were not consistently applied. Computer software
configuration item (CSCI) testing was eliminated in order to compress the
software development schedule. As a result, problems were not discovered
until the nodes were installed in Saudi Arabia. For example, major interface
problems between HAVE IPS and its parent system resulted in nonreceipt of
required data, making the system unusable. In addition, insufficient docu-
mentation resulted in a lack of traceability for troubleshooting. Only through
extensive testing and recoding was an operational system finally delivered. In
contrast, the other programs that fielded significant software modifications or
upgrades (J-STARS, HARM, RADIC) followed proven software development
principles and were successful.

Teamwork, Communication, and Customer Focus

If there is one theme that came through loud and clear from our experi-
ences in Desert Storm it is that a cooperative, cohesive, committed team
focused on providing the customer with an excellent product can make a
difference. While this conclusion may not be a new concept, it confirms the
emphasis that the command Total Quality Management (TQM) initiative
places on teamwork and customer focus.

Essential to teamwork is good communication--communication that in-
cludes all team members, regardless of the size of their contribution, their
physical location, or their position on the organization chart; communication
that begins with the inception of a program and continues throughout its
progress; and communication that frequently updates members. Many of the
program offices attribute much of the success they experienced in fielding
systems quickly and supporting them effectively to solid teamwork and con-
stant communication. Some of the problems they experienced can be traced to
instances of communication lapses. The following examples illustrate this.

The GBU-28 team, which designed and delivered its system in 10 weeks,
could not have done so without aggressive teamwork and excellent communi-
cations. Theirs was a highly concurrent schedule. They performed some tasks
simultaneously, and different groups sometimes even anticipated each others'
requirements. For example, the test organizations started to plan their activi-
ties while TAC was chosing the weapon concept. The laboratory started to mix
and pour explosive pellets before the design was complete.
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Likewise, the F-15E and LANTIIN teams demonstrated cooperative team-
work and strong communications tW keep their larger and more diverse teams
coordinated. Like the GBU-28 team, they had both government (development
and test) and contractor members. Their government members also included
people at their Air Logistics Center. The F-15E program also enjoyed extraordi-
nan' involvement from its Defense Plant Representative Office (DPRO), which
performed manufacturing inspections simultaneously with the contractor.

In contrast, the value of good communication was also learned from a few
instances of communications problems. On the DMSP program, for example,
although the project team worked hard to identify and communicate with all
major supporting agencies throughout the Rapid Development Imagery Ter-
minal (R1)IT) acouisition, some of the smaller organizations were left out of
the coordination process. The team then faced delays and technical problems
when action was required from one of the organizations that had been omit-
ted. The l-15E program experienced a similar slowdown. In their haste to
sol,,e a problem quickly, they left Headquarters TAC out of the communica-
tions process. When funding was required from the headquarters, additional
time was required to reconfirm the requirement.

The ultimate focus of this teamwork and communication is, of course, the
customer, and providing him with the best possible war-fighting tools and
technology. The programn discussed in this study consistently focused on their
customer. Most of them deployed teams to the theater in order to provide
effective support. The examples of the F-15E, LANTIRN, J-STARS, HARM,
and IITS have been discussed in the previous sections. The GBU-28 program
also had the benefit of having its customer reside on the same base, actively
participating in the design and development effort.

In all, good communication is essential to building a solid team, which in
turn can expedite an accelerated acquisition program, delivering needed com-
bat capability into the hands of our war fighters quickly.

Overall Evaluation

In all, Air Force Systems Command responded quickly and effectively to
support the technological needs of Desert Storm. However, improvements can
be made in our planning for participation in future contingency efforts. The
planning needs to encompass not only formal plans, but. also the way in which
our funding procedures and zontracts are structured. The following chapter
l:ghlights the recommendations made throughout this section.
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Chapter 7

Recommendations

The preceding evaluation of acquisition processes used to accelerate the
delivery of weapon systems and capabilities to Desert Storm leads to the
following recommendations. The first two recommendations apply to contin-
gency support. The last. two apply to routine acquisitions.

Planning

There are two types of planning to be considered: formal planning and
acquisition strategy and contract planning. This planning needs to be a coor-
dinated effort from the smallest program office up through the command
headquarters and with the operating commands.

Formal Planning

Air Force Materiel Command should plan for the use of developmental
systems during contingencies. Formal planning to support contingency opera-
tions should be accomplished at both the command headquarters and at the
program office.

At the command level, Headquarters AFMC should create an annex for
contingency operations in their war and contingency support plan. It should
identify those systems in the cngineering and manufacturing development
phase or the production and deployment phase that could be used during a
contingency and should be updated annually. For all systems identified in the
Headquarters AFMC plan, the program office should establish more detailed
plans (see below). Headquarters AFMC should further work with the using
commands to establish plans for the beddown and support of deployed product
suoport teams.

In the program office, contingency support plans should be documented no
later than the start of lov-rate initial production. This should be done by both
government and contractor and can be done as part of production planning.
The plans should identify risks of going to war with immature weapons sys-
tems. It should identify shortfalls in qualification testing, integration, spares,
quantities, and repair capabilities. It should also address training, contractor,
and depot support as well as manufacturing surge capabilities.

Programs that are eligible for deployment should plan for deployment of
both government and contractor personiel in support of their syst.em in-theater.
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The program office plan should specifically name deployment team members.
The plan should describe team support requirements, to include mobility
training and preparation, communications with the program office, deployed
team authority, and operations procedures.

Acquisition Strategy and Contract Planning

The production contract should define the contractor's role and responsibili-
ties in case the system is used in war before initial fielding is complete. This
should include emergency funding procedures, use of production hardware
and loap/payback procedures for contingency sapport from the production
line. In addition, a warranty clause and an interim contractor-support clause
for depot support can ensure the rapid return and repair of spare components.

Funding

Funding p-ocedures, especially for Rapid Response Process programs, were
generally confusing. Funding procedures for contingency support programs,
should be formally established and well publicized.

Program direction that directs the acceleration of' a program to support
contingency requirements should address funding, even if the direction is to
reprogram funds internal to the program office.

Incremental Fielding or Early Use
of Developmental Systems

The incremental fielding or early use of developmental systems in exercises
can benefit the user in terms of better defined operational requirements. It,
can also bcnefit the developer with early, realistic te.ts. Because of these
benefits, acquisition programs should consider the incremental fielding or
early use of their systems in major exercises whenever possible.

Teamwork, Communication, and Customer Focus

I" there is one theme that came through loud and clear from our f xperi-
ences in Desert Storm it is that a cooperative, cohesive, committed team
focused on providing the customer with an excellent product can make a
difference. This confirms the emnlhasis that the command's quality manage-
ment initiatives place on teamwork and customer focus. This emphasis should
be maintained. In addition, operat i 1 assignments and orientation visits for
both military and civih:m acquisition iranagers should be siressed and sup-
ported by both program office and command leaders.
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